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Challenges
We are well prepared to meet the challenges
ahead of us as we explore a wider range of online
programs and travelling exhibitions to reach a
wider audience.

The 2009–10 year marked another busy period for Old Parliament House. Our
major focus was on consolidating and evaluating the exhibitions, programs and
governance arrangements resulting from the launch of the Museum of Australian
Democracy and our establishment as an Executive Agency in the previous year.
Throughout 2009–10 we continued to achieve significant outcomes across all
areas. We are well placed to continue providing an engaging experience for our
visitors, protecting the heritage values of the building and maintaining a strong
governance framework to support our operations.
The launch of the Living Democracy—The Power
of the People exhibition on 14 August 2009 and the
opening of the newly interpreted Opposition Party
Room and Office of the Leader of the Opposition
on 10 May 2010 both significantly contributed
to our activities in telling the story of Australian
democracy and its past, present and future.
Increased focus on strengthening the Museum of
Australian Democracy brand further enhanced our
standing as a ‘must-see tourist destination’.
The year saw strong growth in visitation—
particularly for our schools programs, which
have increased their participant numbers by
80 per cent over the past four years. New, specialist
onsite education programs Decisions 3Sixty°
and Our Voices, Our Choices were introduced
during the year, as was the use of radio frequency
identification technology to enable students to
explore and interrogate content and activities
within exhibitions.
A major milestone was the negotiation and
implementation of our first enterprise agreement
as an Executive Agency. The staff representatives
who undertook this daunting task are to be
commended for their professionalism throughout
the negotiation period.
Our program of capital works continued; notably,
2009–10 saw the commencement of a project that
will both refurbish the front entrance to the building
and significantly improve disabled access. Heritage
staff continued to manage specific conservation
activities, such as the conservation of the
Downstairs Gallery floors, while ensuring that the
management of the site remained consistent with
our legislated heritage responsibilities.

We developed strong partnerships with a range
of organisations with similar interests to ours—
collecting and academic institutions, libraries
and others. Such cooperation will have long-term
benefits for our exhibitions, interpretation,
collecting and research activities.
Our fellowship and scholarship programs continued
to encourage a wide range of research activities
associated with Australian prime ministers, with
seven fellowships and three summer scholarships
awarded during the year.

Overview of performance
and financial results
The corporate structures introduced in the previous
year operated effectively and were reviewed, refined
and updated as required.
The agency operated within its set budget for the
year, as evidenced by the operating surplus of
$0.127 million. The requirements set for the agency
by the Australian Government’s Operation Sunlight
initiative were also successfully met. All projects
and programs were carried out effectively within
their set allocations, without cost overruns. The
financial statement audit of the agency resulted
in an unqualified audit report.

We will assess the sustainability of our current
activities, particularly projected growth in school
visitation and the impact of growth on resourcing
and the heritage fabric of the building.
With the support of staff, volunteers and the
Advisory Council we will embrace these challenges
to ensure our visitors—onsite, online and through
outreach programs—will have the opportunity to
celebrate, debate and experience the journey of
our democracy.

Ms Jenny Anderson, Director (Photo – Chalk Studio)

Outlook for 2010–11
There are many challenges to embrace in the
forthcoming year as we implement a new approach
to the structure and accessibility of our website
and progressively add rich content to our online
programs. New content will be added to permanent
exhibitions, and the development of new temporary
exhibitions and travelling exhibition programs will
take us into a new and exciting phase.
We will continue to meet the challenges of
managing a museum open to the public 364
days a year, while we passionately uphold our
responsibility to conserve and manage the heritage
significance of our magnificent building—how
privileged we are to be able to do this in the very
place where many momentous decisions affecting
all Australians were made.

Acknowledgments
I would like to thank our staff and volunteers for
once again showing both outstanding skill and
application in carrying out their duties. The task of
consolidating our new attractions and operations
during the year was in many ways more challenging
than the earlier task of developing them. However,
our staff and volunteers were more than equal
to the challenge, demonstrating adaptability and
dedication.
Sadly, the then Chair of the Volunteers’ Committee,
Mr Peter Giesinger, died suddenly in late May 2010.
I would like to pay tribute to his contribution to the
organisation.
Once again, the advice and support of the Old
Parliament House Advisory Council was invaluable.
In particular, the Chair, Mr William McInnes, was
extremely generous in the time and assistance that
he provided, making himself available on numerous
occasions to represent the agency and participate
in its activities.
I look forward with optimism to working with our
staff, volunteers and the Advisory Council in the
forthcoming year to fulfil our great potential.

Jenny Anderson
Director
4 October 2010
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Establishment
Old Parliament House was established as an
Executive Agency under the Public Service Act 1999
on 1 July 2008. It forms part of the Prime Minister
and Cabinet portfolio.

Role and functions
The building served as the provisional home of the
federal parliament for 61 years, from its opening in
May 1927 until the move to the current, permanent
Parliament House in 1988. In 1992, it was reopened
to the public, serving as a museum of Australian
political, social and parliamentary history. The
building is also a site of major heritage significance,
and is included in both the Commonwealth
Heritage List and the National Heritage List.
In May 2009 the role and identity of the agency
changed as it became the home of the Museum
of Australian Democracy, with a greatly expanded
range of programs and exhibitions.
The Strategic Plan 2009–12 sets out the agency’s
vision, direction, goals and objectives, as follows.

Vision
To celebrate, debate and experience the journey
of Australian democracy.

Mission
We are committed to fulfilling this vision and
providing an inspirational experience for our
audiences by:
•

engaging with them to enrich their
understanding of Australia’s past, present
and future democracy

•

providing a range of dynamic and engaging
programs relevant to our vision

•

managing, conserving, interpreting and
presenting our heritage building and its
collections.

Key objectives
We will achieve our mission by:
•

•

increasing visitation and access to high-quality,
interesting and entertaining exhibitions, tours,
interpretation, education programs and
other activities, both on site and externally
continually expanding our role and
activities in telling the story of Australia’s
past, present and future democracy through
the ongoing management and continuing
development of the Museum of Australian
Democracy, including the Australian Prime
Ministers Centre

•

ensuring that the building is maintained,
conserved and capable of sustainable use
in accordance with legislative obligations
and the highest heritage standards

•

implementing effective governance
arrangements, planning structures
and staffing capability.

Values
We are committed to:
•

upholding the values of the Australian
Public Service—we are accountable and
responsible for our decisions and actions

•

providing the highest quality service
in everything we do

•

inclusiveness through diversity of participation,
thought and action

•

even-handedness, fairness and impartiality
in our treatment of subjects and issues

•

the national significance of the site and
collections through best practice conservation

•

our people and their personal and
professional development.

Senator the Hon Joe Ludwig was the responsible
minister for the agency throughout 2009–10,
following his appointment as Cabinet Secretary
and Special Minister of State on 8 June 2009.
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Advisory Council
The Advisory Council provides expert advice to
the minister and senior management on the role,
functions and activities of the agency. Members
are appointed by the minister and are drawn from
a range of relevant backgrounds and areas of
expertise.
The Advisory Council met three times in 2009–10
and provided advice, suggestions and input on
a range of managerial and operational issues,
both in the course of meetings and out of session.
Members also participated in expert advisory
groups on a number of current projects.
The Chair of the Advisory Council is author and
actor Mr William McInnes, who commenced
a three-year tenure in February 2009. The
year 2009–10 saw the appointment of two new
members; the resignation of a member, due to
other commitments; and the death of a member.
The council’s membership over the course of the
year is described in Appendix B (page 137).

Executive Management Group
The Executive Management Group—comprising the
Director, Ms Jenny Anderson, and the two Deputy
Directors, Mr Andrew Harper and Ms Kate Cowie—
provides strategic and operational leadership to the
agency.
Ms Anderson was first appointed Director on
1 July 2008; in June 2010 she was reappointed
for a further five-year term. She holds the
responsibilities of the Head of an Executive Agency
as set out in s. 66 of the Public Service Act 1999.
These include:
•

managing the agency

•

ensuring that the agency’s operations
and administration are accountable to the
government, parliament and public

•

assisting the minister in fulfilling accountability
obligations to provide factual information, as
required by the parliament, in relation to the
agency’s operation and administration.

Advisory Council Chair Mr William McInnes and Mr Bruce
Thomas, Chair of the Wangka Maya Pilbara Aboriginal
Language Centre, at the launch of the Marnti Warajanga
exhibition (Photo – Chalk Studio)

As the Deputy Director, Corporate and Heritage,
Mr Harper has responsibility for activities relevant to
the delivery of Program 1.1 (Conserve and manage
Old Parliament House as a site of national heritage
significance). These responsibilities include:
•

corporate governance, including internal audit, risk
management, fraud control and business continuity

•

human resources management

•

finance services and procurement

•

information and communications technology

•

occupational health and safety

•

heritage management, including meeting obligations
under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999

•

the conservation, security and upkeep of the building,
including capital works

•

secretariat support for the Advisory Council

•

management of the heritage collection

•

tenant liaison and contracts.

As the Deputy Director, Interpretation and Programs,
Ms Cowie is responsible for activities relevant to the
delivery of Program 1.2 (Develop and present Old
Parliament House as a major museum of political,
parliamentary and social history). These include:
•

development and delivery of exhibitions, including
travelling exhibits, public programs and events

•

interpretation of the heritage values of
Old Parliament House

•

provision of visitor services, schools and
community education programs, and online
programs and content

•

human resources services

•

a financial management and reporting system

•

payroll services, provided through the
Department of the Prime Minister and
Cabinet’s contracted supplier

•

information technology services, provided
through a memorandum of understanding
with the Department of the Prime Minister
and Cabinet.

More detail on these arrangements can be found
in the Management and Accountability chapter
(page 51) of this report.

MANAGER
MARKETING
Nicolle Keyes

Similarly, following the completion of the key capital
works associated with the Museum of Australian
Democracy, the former Capital Projects and
Building Services sections were merged to form
a combined Facilities Section in the Corporate
and Heritage Branch.

Service Charter and
Charter of Operations
Appendix C (page 138) provides a detailed
assessment of performance against the
Old Parliament House Service Charter and
Charter of Operations during 2009–10.

Partnerships
The agency places an emphasis on developing
strong collaborative relationships with other
organisations with which it shares goals and
interests, as an effective strategy to deliver its
planned outcome. Details of such partnerships
entered into or continuing in 2009–10 are outlined
in Part 3 (page 20) of this report, particularly in
the performance report for Program 1.2.

Purchaser–provider arrangements
The agency had no purchaser–provider
arrangements in 2009–10, as it is not appropriated
funds to deliver outcomes through purchaser–
provider arrangements.
Members of the Executive Management Group (L-R): Ms
Kate Cowie (Deputy Director, Interpretation and Programs) ,
Jenny Anderson (Director), Andrew Harper (Deputy Director,
Corporate and Heritage) (Photo – Chalk Studio)

Matters arising since the
end of the year
No matter or circumstance arose after the end
of 2009–10 that significantly affected or may
significantly affect the agency’s operations or
financial result in future years.
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MANAGER
RESEARCH AND
COLLECTIONS
DEVELOPMENT
Michael Richards

corporate governance policies and operational
procedures in areas such as occupational
health and safety, audit, business continuity,
fraud control and risk management

DEPUTY DIRECTOR
INTERPRETATION
AND PROGRAMS
Kate Cowie

•

DIRECTOR
Old Parliament House
Jenny Anderson

Corporate services include:

EXECUTIVE
OFFICER
Patricia Carnevale

Corporate services

MANAGER
VISITOR
EXPERIENCE
Michael Evans

the volunteers program.

MANAGER
HUMAN
RESOURCES
AND GOVERNANCE
Lee Ann Pluis

marketing and evaluation

•

CHIEF FINANCE
OFFICER
Karen Hogan

•

Following the completion and implementation of
the Museum of Australian Democracy program
of initiatives, the then Exhibitions, Research and
Programs Branch was restructured on 1 July 2009,
becoming the Interpretation and Programs Branch.
This new arrangement was designed to best
reflect the branch’s expanded activities and
responsibilities and to support the role of the
museum into the future.

MANAGER
HERITAGE AND
INFORMATION
COMMUNICATION
TECHNOLOGY
Ree Kent

collection development

MANAGER
FACILITIES
Scott Buscombe

•

EXECUTIVE
ASSISTANT
Alison Oakeshott

Organisational structure

DEPUTY DIRECTOR
CORPORATE AND HERITAGE
Andrew Harper

operation of the Australian Prime Ministers
Centre and associated scholarship programs

Figure 1 Organisational structure at 30 June 2010
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•

MANAGER
LEARNING
AND
INTERPRETATION
Glenda Smith
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Table 1 Program 1.1—Summary of results against 2009–10 Portfolio Budget Statements targets
Program 1.1—Conserve and manage Old Parliament House (OPH) as a site of national heritage significance.
Target

Result

Key performance indicator 1: Manage the heritage values of OPH

12

The agency’s outcome and program structure is set out in the 2009–10
Portfolio Budget Statements for the Prime Minister and Cabinet portfolio.
The agency has one outcome:
Outcome 1:
An enhanced appreciation and
understanding of the political and social
heritage of Australia for members of
the public, through activities including
the conservation and upkeep of, and the
provision of access to, Old Parliament House
and the development of its collections,
exhibitions and educational programs.
This outcome is delivered through two programs:
•

Program 1.1—Conserve and manage
Old Parliament House as a site of national
heritage significance

•

Program 1.2—Develop and present
Old Parliament House as a major museum
of political, parliamentary and social history.

Performance report
for Program 1.1
Program 1.1 ensures that the building is
appropriately developed and maintained, and that
relevant capital works are undertaken and services
provided. These activities assist in fulfilling the
outcome, ensuring that programs and activities
can be carried out while conserving the building’s
heritage values.
Table 1 demonstrates that the majority of
performance measures for Program 1.1, as set out
in the 2009–10 Portfolio Budget Statements,
were met to a high degree.

All staff, volunteers, contractors, tenants and school students (through
orientation programs) to attend Heritage Awareness Training annually.

Mostly achieved (some staff and
volunteers did not attend training)

All proposed actions likely to have a significant adverse impact on the
heritage values of the place are assessed by the Actions Committeea
and signed off by the Delegate.

Fully achieved

All proposed new collection items assessed by the Acquisitions Committee
and approved by the Delegate.b

Fully achieved

Improved storage and management of heritage items with a stocktake and
reorganisation of the offsite storage facility by April 2010. Then development
of an ongoing storage management plan by 2012.

Fully achieved (including progress in
development of the storage plan)

Complete statements of significance for the Heritage reference collection—
37 objects by June 2010.

Fully achieved

All new content proposals assessed by the Interpretation and
Museum Programs Committee and signed off by the Delegate

Fully achieved

Key performance indicator 2: Ensure the ongoing conservation of the site
Baseline Human Impact data for all public access areas on the main
and lower floors by December 2009.

Fully achieved

Stabilisation of the external render on the front facade by June 2010.

Fully achieved

Conservation of all exterior heritage timber window and door treatments
by June 2010.

Fully achieved

Reports on the agency’s performance against the
programs are set out on page 13. All performance
measures for Outcome 1 were the subject of
considerable activity and achievement in 2009–10,
as the major Museum of Australian Democracy
initiatives that were implemented in late 2008–09
became fully operational and were consolidated.

Complete heritage floor covering conservation assessment
by December 2009.

Fully achieved

Complete Downstairs Gallery floor conservation by June 2010.c

Fully achieved

The outcome, programs and measures of
performance used in this annual report do not differ
from those set out in the 2009–10 Portfolio Budget
Statements. The report on performance shows
a clear relationship between the targets set out in
the Portfolio Budget Statements and the results
achieved in 2009–10.

a

The Actions Committee is now known as the Heritage Actions Committee.

b

The Acquisitions Committee was previously known as the Interpretation and Museums Program Committee
(as shown in the Portfolio Budget Statements).

c

The Downstairs Gallery was previously known as the Strangers Gallery (as shown in the Portfolio Budget Statements).

The following text provides a detailed report of performance against the 2009–10 key performance
indicators for Program 1.1.

13
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Key performance indicator:
Manage the heritage
values of OPH
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Heritage Management Plan
During the year, the Heritage Management
Plan for Old Parliament House and its curtilage,
which satisfies the agency’s obligations under
the Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act), continued
to guide the management and development
of the site by:
•

ensuring that all the site’s heritage values
are identified, well managed, interpreted and
made available for community appreciation
and enjoyment

•

acting as a guide for managers and staff,
underpinning and informing management
decisions

•

providing a rationale for assessing proposed
uses or actions against the heritage values,
to ensure effective use and appropriate actions
that protect and interpret those values

•

allowing for ongoing community consultation
on issues and proposals relevant to heritage
values, such as proposed redevelopments.

Heritage awareness training
Heritage awareness training for staff, tenants and
contractors has been continually improved and
customised since it was first introduced in 2000.
The training, which is a requirement of the Heritage
Management Plan, promotes cooperation with and
respect for the heritage objectives set out in the
plan. It ensures that people working on site are
aware of heritage issues and obligations, and of
ways to minimise their impact on the fabric of the
building and its collections.
In 2009–10, relevant training was provided for
120 contractors, 42 staff and 30 tenants. Visiting
school groups were also given instructions on ways
to preserve the heritage values of the building.
It is expected that those unable to participate in
2009–10 will undergo relevant training in 2010–11.

Heritage Actions Committee

Stocktake

Heritage storage

The Heritage Actions Committee discusses and
determines appropriate measures for proposed
actions and activities in and on the building and
its curtilage. It operates under the agency’s
Heritage Management Plan and was established
in January 2007.

A stocktake of the 15,106 objects that comprise
the Heritage Collection was undertaken over three
weeks in April 2010. The stocktake was undertaken
for both financial and collection management
purposes; all objects in the collection have heritage
significance, and 3,543 of them also have an
assessed financial value of $3,965,000 as at
30 June 2010. The thorough stocktaking process
led to an improvement in the quality and accuracy
of collection data.

Substantial rationalisation of resources and
improvement of the storage of heritage building
fragments in the agency’s offsite storage
facility were undertaken during the year. The
rearrangements ensure that these collection
pieces are stored in a suitable manner to preserve
their longevity. Work continued on a new storage
management plan for the agency.

Over 3,500 volumes of Hansard from around the
building were also accessioned into the collection
database. Most of these volumes are on display
in the main floor areas or in non-public areas.
Registering them in the database means that the
volumes can be more easily monitored and tracked.

The Acquisitions Committee continued to assess
all claims for new acquisitions into the collections.
The committee approved the addition of 87 objects
into the collection, including an original provisional
Parliament House barber’s chair, a portfolio of
chamber-based sketches and two prime ministerial
portraits. Details of key acquisitions made in
2009–10 are shown in Table 6 (page 45).

The Heritage Actions Committee meets fortnightly
to discuss proposals, make recommendations
(including on whether to seek independent advice),
and provide input to ensure that decisions and
actions will not have any significant adverse impact
on heritage values.
Under its terms of reference, the committee may
recommend that an action proposal be referred
to the Minister for Environment Protection,
Heritage and the Arts (or the minister’s delegate)
for approval under ss. 26 and 28 of the EPBC Act
if the action may, or is likely to, have a significant
adverse impact on the listed heritage values of the
place. The referral process is administered by the
Department of the Environment, Water, Heritage
and the Arts (DEWHA). If the committee determines
that the impact of an action proposal is not
potentially adverse, the proposal may be approved
by the internal delegate.

Acquisitions Committee

The committee assessed 26 proposals in 2009–10:
•

24 were approved by the internal delegate
after being assessed as having no adverse
impact on the site’s heritage values

•

one was not approved, based on potential
adverse impacts on the heritage values

•

one was deferred.

The committee’s membership is shown in Table 7
(page 53).

Statements of significance
Forty-two statements of significance were written
for the reference collection during the year. These
statements, along with extended histories and
detailed and accurate descriptions, were completed
in order to provide comprehensive data suitable
for eventual publication on the agency’s website.
The project particularly focused on important
furniture pieces on display, including pieces in
the two chambers and the Prime Minister’s desk.

Heritage storage—onsite facility (L) and offsite storage (R) (Photo – OPH collection)

15
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Capital Works Program

Sustainable development

The bulk of the extensive capital works undertaken
in 2009–10 were part of the implementation of
Life Cycle Cost Plan and security review initiatives.
The plan sets out projects, with indicative costs,
for the conservation, refurbishment and cyclical
maintenance works required to maintain the
building from 2007 to 2022.

Information on the agency’s contribution to
ecologically sustainable development, under
s. 516A of the EPBC Act, is in Appendix H
(page 148).

Front Entry
Project

Configuration of access ramp
and stairs before works
Early in the project, some unexpected
complications arose which resulted in additional
works:

All works continued to be planned and undertaken
within the requirements and guidelines of the
Heritage Management Plan, ensuring the building’s
maintenance and development in accordance with
its heritage significance.
The major projects undertaken during
the year were:
•

commencement of the refurbishment
of the front stairs and lower entry

•

commencement of the closed circuit
television installation

•

roof access provisions.

The front stairs and lower entry refurbishment is
outlined in detail in a case study in this chapter.
Other completed projects covered a wide range
of areas and activities, including:
•

refurbishing the Members Bar area

•

replacing lighting in the Prime Minister’s Office

•

refreshing the areas outside the
Members Dining Room

•

improving fire services and storage

•

replacing carpet on the main floor
of the Senate

•

upgrading roof access ladders and hatches

•

painting the external surfaces and
timberwork around Kings Hall

•

electrical services work

•

removing redundant chillers

•

installing new exit and emergency signs.

These works were managed either by in-house
program managers or by project managers and
architects engaged through approved providers.
The majority of works were undertaken by firms on
the agency’s Minor Works Panel. Where specialist
expertise required to undertake particular tasks
was not available through panel arrangements,
appropriate tender processes were used.

The preferred option was submitted to DEWHA for
information only, as the project was not a controlled
action under the EPBC Act. Once the design and
documentation had been finalised, formal approval
was obtained from the National Capital Authority.

Members Bar—prior to maintenance works
(Photo – OPH collection)

As required, all proposals for new museums
content were assessed by the Interpretation and
Museum Programs Committee, and approved.

Damage to the steps was revealed following removal
of the old membrane (Photo – OPH collection)

The front entry to Old Parliament House, the
location of many iconic moments in Australian
political history, creates the first impression
gained by our visitors. It is naturally important
that this area be as presentable, accessible and
safe as possible for all visitors.
When Old Parliament House was officially opened,
in May 1927, no provisions were made for access for
people with disabilities. Although such provisions
were added in the late 1970s, by 2009–10 the
existing ramp, handrail and stairs did not comply
with current disabled access requirements, or with
the Building Code of Australia.
Material and safety issues had also arisen over
time. The membrane of the front entry steps had
failed, and there were numerous sites of water
ingress and resulting damage to the building fabric.
Slip hazards had also been identified and the
electronic access system, having passed its useful
life expectancy, was faulty.
The Front Entry Project was undertaken to provide
an effective, integrated solution to the problems
of access, safety and building structure. Several
design options were considered in the conceptual
phase. The option endorsed by the Executive and
Heritage Actions Committee provided maximum
benefit and minimum impact on heritage values.

•

the membrane on the external stairs was
found to be too damaged to be sealed over,
as originally planned, and instead had to
be removed

•

heritage air vent grilles in stairs were found
to still be in active use

•

downpipes through the slab had rusted
through and needed replacing.

Such complications are a good example of the
types of issues that can arise in the maintenance
and redevelopment of an older, heritage building,
such as Old Parliament House. As a result of
the extra works required, the project, which was
expected to be completed in 2009–10, will be
finalised in September 2010.
The project will ensure compliance with the
Australian Building Code and standards for
disabled access, while providing an enhanced visitor
experience for all patrons. The project includes the
installation of a new platform lift and an upgrade of
the lower entrance area and main steps, which will
include the installation of tactile indicators to assist
visitors who are blind or have low vision.
The final outcome of the project will be an
enhanced entry, improved access for all patrons
and an extended life for the front of the building.

New enhanced entry arrangements
(Drawings – Eric Martin and Associates)
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Case study :

Key performance indicator:
Ensure the ongoing
conservation of the site
18

Conservation
Conservation works completed or commenced
during the year included:
•

•

•

analysis of the structural integrity of the
building’s external render, development
of recommendations for treatment, and
appropriate treatment for the render on the
building’s north face. Sections of render that
were previously identified as delaminating
from the brickwork, and therefore required
immediate treatment to stabilise and ensure
the stability and safety of the render into the
future, were repaired. This involved removing
or restabilising the existing render patching
and painting. Repairs were also completed to
plaster that was blistering and flaking. The
render stabilisation process will be ongoing as
part of the maintenance of a heritage facility.
repairing and re-staining of Members
Dining Room exterior doors and windows, in
accordance with processes identified in the
Heritage Management Plan. The windows
surrounding the top of Kings Hall were also
repaired and repainted during the year. Such
repairs to the building’s external surfaces form
part of the building’s ongoing Life Cycle Cost
Plan and will continue on an annual basis.
assessment of the integrity of the drains
and sewer lines, resulting in relining and
refurbishment of several areas.

A detailed Human Impact Management Program
(HIMP) study of the rooms on the Main Floor,
including an assessment of heritage floor covering
conservation, was carried out between August and
September 2009 to provide baseline data. HIMP
is an extensive program designed to quantify the
impact of human use on the heritage fabric of
the building. It uses specifically developed tools
that measure small and large changes to fabric
condition as a result of human use; information
thus gathered informs the use of the building and
collections to best ensure the minimisation of
detrimental impact while facilitating wider access.

In the Main Floor rooms study details such as the
frequency of use, the amount of light in a room, the
temperature and relative humidity of each space
and sensitivity of the heritage values were coded
according to a standard formula and a Vulnerability
Index was determined. Using this information
a priority list of areas requiring attention was
established. The two main areas causing concern
were light and floor coverings. In March 2010 an
internal focus group met to discuss these issues
and determine the best method of resolving those
concerns. The resultant recommendations will be
implemented in 2010–11.
Two significant projects were undertaken to
conserve and reconstruct 82 heritage chairs in
extremely poor condition. The conservation process
included removing the badly distressed leather,
treating it and replacing the seat filling. In many
instances, because the leather was so badly
deteriorated the chair was reconstructed with a
cloth seat to which the leather fragments were
fixed. The timber components of the chairs were
also conserved during this process. These chairs
remain fragile and are suitable for display
purposes only.

Downstairs Gallery floor
conservation
The Downstairs Gallery—formerly known as the
Strangers Gallery—was once the site of a post
office and a thoroughfare between the House of
Representatives and Senate wings. Today it is used
for the display of temporary exhibitions. The gallery
has always been, and remains, a high-traffic area
within the building.
The heritage floor covering in the gallery is natural
sheet rubber that has been in production since
the 1900s. It consists of wide sheets of rubber in
a black and white marbled effect with a royal blue
border. Although some patches of rubber have
been replaced over time, much of the rubber that
remains was laid during the construction of the
building.

As the gallery both displays exhibitions and acts
as a major thoroughfare, it was inevitable that the
removal of access during the conservation work
would be disruptive. Therefore, the project required
cooperation across the agency to identify alternative
traffic routes, inform visitors and staff and plan
activities around access. This cooperation enabled
the project to be carried out effectively and with
minimum disruption to normal operations.
Without significant agency-wide consultation and
cooperation, this project would not have been so
successful. It was an excellent example of the
management and maintenance of a public area
within a heritage building.

A conservation study found that the rubber sheeting
was in an advanced state of decay. A combination
of the inherent instability in the rubber, brittle with
age, and the high level of use made the flooring
greatly susceptible to further deterioration.
Therefore, major conservation work was carried
out on the floor in May 2010.
The floor was first vacuumed to remove loose dirt
before a more intensive cleaning effort. The next
step removed the old wax using an abrasive cloth.
In some areas of high wax build-up, particularly the
blue edges, the wax was scraped off using blades,
taking care to remove only the wax itself and not
damage the heritage rubber. Approximately
20 small areas of floor loss were filled using a
grey floor repair compound: to make the history
evident, this infill was not colour matched to the
original surface. The surface was then buffed
using dry cotton rags.
Once cleaning was complete, an acrylic sealant was
applied to the blue area. This area was completed
separately to stop the blue dye, which runs when
wet, from staining the marbled area. Five coats of
sealant were then applied to the rubber flooring.
Thirty-six hours after the last coat was applied,
the Downstairs Gallery was reopened.

Comparison of cleaned and uncleaned areas
(Photo – International Conservation Services)

Small reveal left to show wax build-up next to cleaned
and sealed floor
(Photo – International Conservation Services)

The end result, following restoration
(Photo – International Conservation Services)
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Performance report for Program 1.2
Program 1.2 ensures that the agency develops, implements and maintains relevant
programs, activities, online services, promotions and research in order to improve visitors’
understanding and appreciation of Australia’s past, present and future democracy.
Table 2 demonstrates that the majority of performance measures for Program 1.2,
as set out in the 2009–10 Portfolio Budget Statements, were met to a high degree.

Program 1.2—Develop and present Old Parliament House (OPH) as a major museum of political,
parliamentary and social history
Result

Key performance indicator 1: Increase awareness of the new role of OPH as a museum exploring the past, present
and future of Australian democracy
5% increase in visitor numbers each year.

Fully achieved

Tenor of media stories 90% to remain positive over time.

Fully achieved

5% increase in website use each year.

Not achieved (site
traffic decreased)

Devise a strategy that outlines the introduction of web-based schools
and non-schools learning programs by April 2010.

Partially achieved
(strategy in
development but not
completed)

100% of reference queries are dealt with within 10 working days.

Fully achieved

All scholarships and fellowships awarded will be assessed by selection panel comprising
representatives from academics, cultural institutions and OPH.

Fully achieved

As indicated in Table 3, 2009–10 saw a 7 per cent increase in visitor numbers. This
suggests a trend towards a return to visitation levels equal to those experienced before
the departure from the building of the National Portrait Gallery in April 2008.
Table 3 Trends in annual visitor numbers, 2005–06 to 2009–10
Total visitors
Change from previous year (%)

Fully achieved

General visitor satisfaction levels at or above 85% in 2009–10.

Fully achieved

Number of collection items on display or otherwise accessible to increase by 2% in 2009–10.

Fully achieved

Key performance indicator 3: Extend OPH’s profile and partnerships with other institutions, academics
and cultural innovators
Two partnerships established in 2009–10 rising to a target number of 4 per annum by 2013.

Fully achieved

Two significant collaborative projects established in 2009–10 with such institutions. Increasing to
a target of 5 per annum by 2013.

Fully achieved

Recording of 10 oral histories by June 2010 in partnership with another cultural institution.

Fully achieved

2006–07

2007–08

2008–09

2009–10

181,589

174,642

208,046

175,455

188,357

+1.6

–3.8

+19.1

–15.7

+7.0

(Note—includes school program and exhibition area visitation)
Growth in visitor numbers, which began with the May 2009 opening of the Museum
of Australian Democracy initiatives, continued through most of 2009–10, as indicated
in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows increases in visitation across all on-site activities.
Figure 2 Trends in total monthly visitor numbers, 2008–09 and 2009–10
25,000

70.0%
60.0%

20,000

Key performance indicator 2: Be acknowledged as a pre-eminent and innovative cultural institution
Continue to attract 75,000 schoolchildren to OPH and target school visitor satisfaction levels at
or above 95% in 2009–10.

2005–06

50.0%
40.0%

15,000

30.0%
20.0%

10,000

10.0%
0.0%

5,000

–10.0%
–20.0%
–30.0%

0

The following text provides a detailed report of performance against the
2009–10 key performance indicators for Program 1.2.

% difference

Table 2 Program 1.2—Summary of results against 2009–10 Portfolio Budget Statements targets

Target
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Visitation

Visitors

20

Key performance indicator:
Increase awareness of the new role of OPH
as a museum exploring the past, present
and future of Australian democracy

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

2008–09

(Note—includes school program and exhibition area visitation)

Apr

May
2009–10

Jun
% difference
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Figure 3 Total visitors, by activity, 2007–08 to 2009–10

Promotion and media coverage
Marketing initiatives during the year aimed
to increase onsite visitation by strengthening
public awareness, and to influence preferences
and intentions to visit, through the use of public
relations and advertising activities.

140,000
120,000

Visitors

100,000
80,000
60,000
40,000
20,000
0
School programs

Function facilities

Exhibition areas
2007–08

Travelling exhibitions
2008–09

2009–10

(Note—includes school program and exhibition area visitation
—figures for travelling exhibitions have only been collected since 2008–09)

During 2009–10, a new public relations campaign,
Uncensored Conversations, was launched. The
campaign involved a series of three events revolving
around themes that were topical and related to
Australian democracy. The topics covered were
immigration, asylum seekers and refugees;
government involvement or intrusion; and freedom
of speech and censorship. The speakers, who
shared their personal stories on the themes with an
open audience, were a diverse group of prominent
Australians. Combined attendance across the three
events was 383 people, and podcasts of the events
were made available through the agency website.
Monitoring indicated that media coverage from
December 2009 to June 2010, including the
February–June 2010 period of the campaign, was
equivalent to $3.2 million worth of advertising space
and included 1,395 press, broadcast and internet
stories. This was a substantial increase compared
to the previous evaluation period (May 2009 to
November 2009), when 575 relevant stories were
monitored.

Website
The agency’s website (moadoph.gov.au) received 246,301 visits, as
shown in Figure 4. The target was 292,568, a 5 per cent increase on
the 2008–09 figure of 278,637. In line with the new onsite exhibition
components, the website was rebranded and an evaluation was
undertaken. As a result of the evaluation, a restructure of the site
was necessary along with the introduction of museum-related
content. Marketing of the website was not undertaken while these
elements were being developed. The restructure and new content
will be added in late 2010, after which a further evaluation will be
untertaken. It is envisaged that the enhanced website will attract
a higher level of visitation.

300,000
250,000
200,000
150,000
Members of The Herd, participants in the third
Uncensored Conversations event (Photo – Chalk Studio)

100,000
50,000
0
2004–05

2005–06

2006–07

2007–08

This brings together some of our brightest
thinkers to debate topics currently shaping
Australian democracy. I am hugely interested
in the overall concept and would love to do
something on it.
— Managing Editor, X-Press Magazine
We attended last night’s uncensored
conversation and thoroughly enjoyed it.
Enlightening as well as thought provoking.
Thank you to all who made it happen and
we will book in for the next conversation when
bookings open.
— Canberra resident
Overall, public relations activities during 2009–10
generated around $4.4 million worth of advertising
space and 1,970 press, broadcast and internet local
and national stories. The overall tenor of media
stories was more than 98 per cent positive. Media
coverage was independently evaluated by Media
Monitors.
General public awareness of the museum, as
evaluated through online surveys, increased by
5.5 per cent in 2009–10. The greatest increase
was among respondents living in the Australian
Capital Territory (12 per cent).
Advertising in 2009–10 included television, outdoor,
press and print advertising. Initiatives particularly
targeted Australian Capital Territory residents
and their visiting friends and relatives. Advertising
contributed to an increase of 4 per cent in visitation
from local and national visitors, excluding school
visitation (from 103,172 visitors in 2008–09 to 107,278
in 2009–10). Advertising initiatives also contributed
to the increase of 12 per cent in awareness among
local residents. Online surveys in December 2009
and June 2010 showed that awareness of the Museum
of Australian Democracy within the Australian Capital
Territory increased from 47 per cent in December
2009 to 59 per cent in June 2010.

Figure 4 Website traffic, 2005–06 to 2009–10

Visitors

22

What people said about the
public relations campaign

2008–09

2009–10
Visitors to Website

In January 2010 I visited Old Parliament House
to learn about government and democracy.
‘When I was there I entered a competition.
I wrote that democracy means: Having a say in
what the rules are in my year two class and at
home. My vote is worth the same as everyone
else. And I won! I was announced as the winner
on Mix 106.3 FM radio. It was one of the best
days of my life!
— Letter from a boy about a January
2010 children’s promotion
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An important focus for the year’s marketing
activities was to establish the ‘Museum of
Australian Democracy’ brand both internally and
externally. External branding initiatives aimed to
ensure consistency between the advertising and
the actual visitor experience. Internal branding
activities were implemented to increase staff
awareness and understanding of the brand and its
application to the visitor experience.

Figure 5
Proportion of exhibition visitors, by place
of residence, 2008–09 and 2009–10
2008–09

I enjoy working in a team of passionate,
skilled and professional people. The vision
for MoAD is inspiring; through it I feel my
work is worthwhile and that I am making
a difference in awareness of Democracy
and democratic participation. I also value
working in an aesthetically pleasing and
historically significant heritage building.

ACT (18%)
NSW (32%)
Other Australia (40%)
International (10%)

Australian Prime Ministers Centre
activities
The Australian Prime Ministers Centre continued to
fulfil its primary objectives during the year. These
included raising public awareness of Australia’s
prime ministers, improving access to prime
ministerial material in such sources as archives,
libraries and other collections, and providing a
national focus for prime ministerial research
and scholarship. In meeting these objectives, the
Australian Prime Ministers Centre continued to
provide a public research centre and reference
service, collaborated with institutions holding prime
ministerial material, and administered its research
program.

Research and reference

— Staff member
During 2009–10, the agency continued cooperative
activities within the Australian Capital Territory
tourism sector. It worked closely with Australian
Capital Tourism and was a member of various
tourism bodies, including the National Capital
Attractions Association and the Canberra
Convention Bureau. Along with other local cultural
attractions and tourism bodies, the agency
participated in Australian Capital Tourism’s
Culture Shock marketing campaign, which aimed
to stimulate short-break visitation to the region.
The successful outcome of this partnership
increased awareness of the museum, and
provided national publicity opportunities.

2009–10

ACT (18%)
NSW (35%)

The centre continued to operate its research
room and reference area, which are open to the
public five days a week and house a range of
reference materials for visitors and researchers.
Staff assisted visitors with questions about
prime ministers, general political history and the
building, and provided a free reference enquiry
service for external clients. During the year, 3,500
people visited the reference area, 360 enquiries
were handled in the reading room and 54 remote
enquiries were responded to by telephone or email.
All reference enquiries were dealt with within
10 working days.

Other Australia (40%)
International (7%)

Details of 2009–10 expenditure on advertising
and market research, under s. 311A of the
Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918, are in
Appendix K (page 153).

Visitor profile
Figure 5 gives a breakdown of onsite visitation by
visitor origin, showing that the largest group of
visitors were residents of New South Wales.

(Note—above breakdown includes only exhibition visitors;
it excludes school and function visitation)

the average age of visitors was 50.5 years

•

the gender balance was skewed towards
male visitors

•

52 per cent of visitors were repeat visitors.

In September 2009, the museum and the National
Archives of Australia (NAA) presented a joint event
to celebrate the reopening of the Australian Prime
Ministers Centre (following its relocation to the
House of Representatives wing of the building)
and the upgrading of the NAA’s Australia’s Prime
Ministers website (primeministers.naa.gov.au).
The website upgrade was funded in part by the
museum under a memorandum of understanding
with the NAA. Senator Kate Lundy officiated
at the event, which was attended by about 50
representatives from prime ministerial libraries
and cultural institutions. The celebration included
a performance of two musical pieces about former
prime ministers by Mr John Shortis, a previous
recipient of an Australian Prime Ministers Centre
Fellowship, and his partner, Ms Moya Simpson.
More than 2,000 items were added to the Australian
Prime Ministers Centre library catalogue. Data
cleanup and quality control were undertaken
in preparation for the contribution of details of
the centre’s collections of published material
to Libraries Australia, the National Library of
Australia’s resource-sharing service that provides
details of over 42 million items held in Australian
academic, research, national, state, public and
special libraries. This contribution, via the Trove
interface on the National Library of Australia’s
website, will come into effect from August 2010.
It will provide online access to the Australian Prime
Ministers Centre’s catalogue for the first time and
will significantly increase awareness of and access
to the collection.

Collaborative activities
The Australian Prime Ministers Centre continued
to collaborate with research and collecting agencies
that hold significant collections of source material
on Australia’s prime ministers. Activities included:

Exit surveys carried out during 2009–10 indicate that:
•

The Prime Facts series of information leaflets was
expanded to include 10 titles on opposition leaders
in addition to titles on all prime ministers, including
Australia’s twenty-seventh prime minister, the
Hon Julia Gillard MP. Visitors took approximately
150,000 copies of Prime Facts during the year, and
further copies were downloaded from the museum
website.

•

Prime Ministers of Australia exhibition panel commemorating
the twenty-seventh prime minister, the Hon Julia Gillard MP
(Photo – OPH collection)

hosting a second annual Round Table of
Prime Ministerial Research and Collecting
Agencies meeting in September 2009 to foster
cooperation among relevant agencies, and
circulating the first biannual newsletter to its
members in March 2010
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Research program

Web-based education strategy

The research and scholarship program managed
by the Australian Prime Ministers Centre, now in its
third year, continued to foster projects that expand
knowledge about the lives, achievements and
administrations of Australia’s prime ministers.

The consolidation of the new onsite Museum of
Australian Democracy education programs that had
been introduced late in the previous year was a key
priority in 2009–10. Together with the opportunity
to utilise RFID (radio frequency identification)
technology as a tool and an integral component
of two of the most popular school programs, this
meant that the focus was very much on onsite
program development, including staff training.
As a result, the development of a strategy for the
introduction of web-based schools and non-schools
learning programs, work on which began in
2009–10, was unavoidably delayed.

The program has two categories: Fellowships,
which supports research by established scholars
and cultural practitioners; and Summer
Scholarships, which encourages students to
develop an interest in prime ministerial studies
at the beginning of their careers.
Fellowship applications for 2009–10 closed at
the end of July 2009, and summer scholarship
applications closed in October 2009. Applications
were again assessed by an independent selection
panel of representatives of academic institutions,
cultural institutions and the museum.
Former Prime Minister Gough Whitlam reviews his
interpretive panel in the Prime Ministers of Australia
exhibition (Photo – Chalk Studio)

•

•

adding to the Round Table membership the
organisations responsible for former prime
ministers’ homes that have a public role, such
as the Chifley Home and the Lyons residence,
Home Hill
collaborating with the Chifley Home through
−− financial support to develop an oral history
sound station for presenting recorded
interviews to visitors

Seven fellows and three summer scholars were
supported in 2009–10 (compared to eight and one,
respectively, in 2008–09). Details of the recipients
and their research are listed in Appendix D
(page 141). A case study on the project of one of
this year’s fellows, Dr Anna Cole, is on page 49.
The Australian Prime Ministers Centre also
continued to provide offices, meeting rooms and
access to the collection for fellows and summer
scholars. Fellows, in particular, made increasing
use of the collection.

−− developmental support in the form
of a mentorship arrangement for its
coordinator under the auspices of
Museums & Galleries NSW
•

supporting the NAA to add details to its
online RecordSearch database of ministerial
correspondence by the Hon John Howard
and Cabinet papers collected by the Hon Paul
Keating during their terms as prime minister

•

continuing to cooperate with the National
Library of Australia under a memorandum of
understanding to record oral histories of former
Australian parliamentarians

•

collaborating with the National Centre of
Biography, Australian National University (ANU)
College of Arts and Social Sciences, to present
the well-attended ‘Symposium on Gender,
Politics and Biography’ at Old Parliament
House on 9 November 2009.

Summer scholars Nicole Berry, Hannah Martin and
Charlotte Baines (Photo – OPH collection)

The RFID project presents a unique opportunity
to link an onsite experience to an online one. It
will form a key part of the web-based education
strategy, which will be finalised by November 2010,
and the ongoing evaluation that will inform it.

Key performance indicator:
Be acknowledged as a
pre-eminent and innovative
cultural institution
School visitation
School visitation remained strong in 2009–10.
The 81,079 visitors represented a healthy
increase following a small drop in 2008–09 due to
restrictions related to redevelopment work. The
two most heavily booked school programs were
Our Voices, Our Choices (secondary students) and
Who’s the Boss? (upper primary students). Both
programs use RFID technology as a way for the
students to engage with the exhibition content and
make decisions about their learning pathways.
The Franklin River Debate for primary students is
also a very popular program, as it uses a workshop
environment as well as a heritage chamber
experience. The new Decisions 3Sixty° decision
theatre and the Hands on Democracy program have
proved very successful with students and teachers,
but their spatial requirements dictate that they
serve a smaller percentage of our overall student
numbers.

27

School students accessing Australian Democracy—2000 years
in the making timeline (Photo – Marina Neil, Canberra Times)

Visitor satisfaction
In the second half of 2009–10, exit surveys were
reintroduced to establish a benchmark for visitor
satisfaction. Surveys in the January–March
quarter reported a satisfaction level of 85 per cent.
However, overall general visitor satisfaction fell to
83 per cent in the April–June quarter, perhaps due
to the major refurbishment work to the front steps
in May and June. Despite this, visitor satisfaction
with the exhibitions, displays and interpreted
spaces produced a very high overall average rating
of 86 per cent in the January–June 2010 period.
Overall, ratings of the museum exceeded the
level required to meet visitors’ expectations.
A high proportion of visitors, 65 per cent, rated their
experience as ‘better than expected’. ‘Likelihood
to recommend the museum to others’ was also
high, at 88 per cent.
Most visitors, 75 per cent, agreed that their
knowledge of Australian democracy increased.
A particularly high proportion of visitors aged
under 40 years, 89 per cent, reported that they
had increased their knowledge, compared to
70 per cent of over 40s.
In 2010–11, visitor satisfaction surveys will include
a representative sample over the whole year.
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What visitors said they most enjoyed
Being able to interact with exhibitions
and take in information at my own pace.
Exhibitions were very clearly presented.

28

I most enjoyed seeing how Prime Ministers
got around and did their business. I liked
the presentation of the Democracy.

Exhibitions

Table 4 Temporary exhibitions, 2009–10

The objectives of exhibitions activities for 2009–10
were to:

Title

Description

Dates

Put Yourself in the Picture

An interactive exhibition developed for the launch of
the Museum of Australian Democracy. The exhibition
encouraged visitors to make a badge that expressed their
ideas for the future for display in the exhibition.

1 July 2009 to
29 October 2009

Billy Hughes at War

This exhibition told the story of Prime Minister Billy Hughes’
experience of World War I. It was developed in partnership
with the Melbourne Shrine of Remembrance and the
Department of Veterans’ Affairs.

1 July 2009 to
29 October 2009

Beyond Reasonable Drought

This refreshed exhibition featured 80 photographs
documenting the impact of the drought on Australian
communities. It was developed in association with the
Many Australian Photographers Group.

1 November 2009 to
14 February 2010

Marnti Warajanga—
we’re travelling

This is a joint project with the Wangka Maya Pilbara
Aboriginal Language Centre and photographer Tobias
Titz. The exhibition features 34 portraits of people from the
Pilbara who bear witness in their own words to momentous
historical movements and reflect on their ongoing work for
social and political change at a community and national
level. (See case study on pages 38–39 for further details.)

25 February 2010 to
20 February 2011

Uncensored Conversations

An exhibition of nine portraits of speakers who featured in
the three events held in the Uncensored Conversations
public relations campaign in 2010.

11 May 2010 to
30 June 2010

•

undertake a program of temporary exhibitions
that reflects the aims and themes of the
Museum of Australian Democracy

•

continue development and management of a
travelling exhibitions program with a strong
regional focus, and to re-brand existing
travelling exhibitions in a manner that is
consistent with museum branding

•

further develop the agency’s capability to
create, maintain and tour exhibitions.

Being able to have a look and see where
our democracy grew up. I liked being able to
stand in the House of Reps saying “I object”
just for fun.

Visitor experience
In 2009–10, the agency provided a coherent visitor
experience related to the past, present and future
of Australian democracy. The remaining aspects of
the new, long-term exhibitions that were introduced
in late 2009–10 with the launch of the Museum
of Australian Democracy were completed and
introduced, and the operation of all new programs
was consolidated. A new program of distinctive
temporary exhibitions, travelling exhibitions and
events, reflecting the new aims and interpretive
themes of the museum and designed to meet
the needs and learning styles of a wide range
of audience segments, was also introduced.
Our comprehensive program of relevant, engaging
and effective activities contributed to achieving
high visitor satisfaction levels.

Temporary exhibitions
The temporary exhibitions program has previously
been based on an annual temporary exhibition
developed in house, supplemented by appropriate
exhibitions sourced from external bodies and,
where suitable, shorter return seasons of the
museum’s travelling exhibitions. In 2009–10,
however, the program was revised to focus during
the first half of the year on the new, long-term
exhibitions and visitor experiences launched in
May 2009.
Table 4 (page 29) details the temporary exhibitions
hosted onsite in 2009–10.

Travelling exhibitions
The travelling exhibition program is a means
of delivering outreach activities, particularly
to regional areas, and of providing cooperative
programming to organisations with similar aims or
audiences.
In 2009–10, the suite of travelling exhibitions
comprised three exhibitions, as follows.
•

Beyond Reasonable Drought was refreshed
with images to increase the representation of
Tasmania and the Northern Territory, and to
acknowledge recent significant rain and the
effect it has had on Australians’ perception of
the drought. The exhibition was displayed at
Old Parliament House and is scheduled to tour
further in 2010-11.

•

Mrs Prime Minister—Public Image, Private
Lives was re-branded and updated with new
elements relating to Ms Thérèse Rein, wife of
former Prime Minister the Hon Kevin Rudd
MP. The exhibition was displayed at the Chifley
Home in Bathurst, the Whitlam Institute
(University of Western Sydney), and the Alfred
Deakin Prime Ministerial Library, Geelong.

•

Billy Hughes at War was exhibited at the Chifley
Interpretation Centre, Bathurst.

Hands on Democracy —Make, Say, Do activities for young visitors (Photo – Leighton Hutchinson)

From travelling exhibition Mrs Prime Minister;
Tamie Fraser en route to the Commonwealth Heads
of Government Conference in Nigeria, July 1979
(Photo – The Malcolm Fraser Collection, The University
of Melbourne / Australian Information Service)
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Operational capability

Temporary exhibitions developed for the museum
are now also being adapted for travelling at the
end of their onsite season. Each exhibition is
intended to have a travelling life of up to five years.
Preparations are underway to adapt and tour Marnti
Warajanga—we’re travelling from 2011.
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The museum’s long-term, temporary and travelling
exhibitions require a significant operational
capability to develop, maintain and tour them. In
2009–10, that capability was enhanced by:

Interest in the travelling exhibitions continues to
be strong, and organisations in several states and
some Australian diplomatic posts have expressed
interest in hosting them. A new section has been
developed on the agency’s website to promote the
travelling exhibitions and streamline tour planning.
In 2009–10 onsite and travelling exhibitions reached
112,766 viewers, as shown in Table 5.

Image from Beyond Reasonable Drought exhibition
Image (detail) – Rodney Dekker, Failed harvest, Ouyen, Victoria, 2006

Table 5 Attendance at exhibitions, by location, 2008–09 and 2009–10
Type of exhibition

Number of visitors
2009–10

2008–09

2009–10

102,864

107,278

90.4%

95.1%

10,945

5,488

9.6%

4.9%

Total

113,808

112,766

100.0%

100.0%

Temporary onsite

183,756

145,237

94.4%

96.4%

Travelling offsite

10,945

5,488

5.6%

3.6%

194,701

150,725

100.0%

100.0%

Travelling offsite

Total

All travelling exhibitions had reduced availability
during 2009–10 while they were refreshed and
brought into line with current museum branding.

Permanent exhibitions
Further developmental work was carried out on the
museum’s permanent exhibitions during the year.
The Living Democracy—The Power of the People
exhibition , which was previewed at the ‘Museum
of Australian Democracy’ launch on 9 May 2009,
opened in full on 14 August 2009. It explores how
Australians use their voice in our democracy, what
inspires them and how they can participate in their
nation’s running.
A new temporary panel was installed in late June
2010 in the Prime Ministers of Australia exhibition
for the twenty-seventh prime minister, the Hon
Julia Gillard MP. This exhibition aims to generate
an understanding of the people who have held the
position of Prime Minister of Australia. It displays
audiovisual material, text, images and objects
relating to each prime minister.

development and implementation of onsite
monitoring, incident rectification and
management procedures to enable the effective
operation of both long-term and temporary
exhibitions

•

implementation and continued development
of a low-cost, low-maintenance system for
managing and processing travelling exhibitions

•

improvement of travelling exhibition
infrastructure, including storage and
equipment

•
Proportion of total

2008–09
Onsite

•

Extensive work took place on an enhanced online
version of the Australian Democracy - more than
2000 years in the making exhibition timeline for the
museum’s website. Titled Exploring Democracy:
Australian Journeys through Time and Space, this
website covers selected events, places and people
that help to tell the complex story of Australian
democracy. The online interactive map features
a series of themed trails highlighting places
associated with the history of Australian democracy.
Themes covered by the trails include Prime
Ministers, Indigenous Rights, Immigrants’ Rights,
Employment and Workers, the National Capital, and
Australian Democracy at War. The new version of
the exhibition will be launched in early 2010–11.

Interpretation and
community learning
Enhancements to interpretive activities during the
year included:
•

completing the final major developments
associated with the Museum of Australian
Democracy initiatives, the Opposition Party
Room and Leader of the Opposition’s Office,
which were officially opened on 10 May 2010
(see case study on pages 34–35)

•

installing in Kings Hall a captioned film of
the ‘Welcome to Country’ segment from the
9 May 2009 Museum of Australian Democracy
opening ceremony

•

refining visitor orientation and wayfinding
systems through ongoing development of
directional and interpretive signage and the
visitor guide and map

•

preparing and implementing a new 30-minute
introductory tour featuring the museum
highlights (House of Representatives and
Senate chambers, Kings Hall, Senate
Opposition Party Room, Government Party
Room and Australian Democracy—more
than 2000 years in the making) for delivery
by volunteers

•

introducing the ‘MoADventure Trail’, an activity
designed to encourage families to explore the
heritage treasures of the building and each
of the democracy exhibitions, including the
children’s exhibition, Hands
on Democracy. The trail is a multilayered
learning tool suitable for a wide range of ages
and developmental levels. It provides
a learning experience with clear directions,
age-appropriate graphics and opportunities
for discussion and deeper investigation,
and takes 30–45 minutes. Upon completion,
children receive a fridge magnet featuring
a democracy ‘D’.

reviews of contracts and exhibition
documentation.

Visitor viewing Welcome to Country footage in Kings Hall
(Photo – Leighton Hutchinson)

Key activities to support the interpretation and
community learning functions of the agency
included:
•

monitoring the effectiveness of the new
interpretive activities to ensure maximum
visitor satisfaction

•

developing an implementation schedule for
the Old Parliament House Interpretation Plan
2008–2013 to guide interpretive development
over the next three years—a photographic
record of the main and upper floor interpretive
spaces was commissioned to assist with the
development of the schedule
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•

developing a community learning strategy
to increase the museum’s community
engagement, particularly with groups that are
not typical museum visitors—the strategy will
be introduced by late 2010, and will improve the
accessibility of the collection

•

preparing a presentation manual which
will guide the ongoing maintenance and
development of interpreted spaces.
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Staff also worked to develop networks and
partnerships with relevant institutions and
academics to both raise the museum’s profile and
assist in the development of interpretation and
community learning products and programs.
The museum participated in the Canberra and
Regional Heritage Festival, presenting two events:

Young visitors on the MoAdventure Trail in Kings Hall (Photo – Leighton Hutchinson)

•

Hidden Kitchen Treasures, a behind-thescenes tour of the old kitchens of
Old Parliament House, on 11 April 2010

•

Hidden Treasures, a tour of the museum’s
onsite acquisitions and storage facilities,
on 18 April 2010.

Heritage ACT’s evaluation session, in which the
groups that presented programs for the festival
could review the event and make suggestions for
the future, was hosted by the museum.

School group role-playing in the Prime Minister’s Office (Photo – Michael Thorne)

Children claiming their reward at the end of the
MoAdventure Trail (Photo – Leighton Hutchinson)
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Case study :

Opposition Party Room and
the Office of the Leader
of the Opposition

tempers, raucous celebrations, party splits and fierce
leadership contests. Central to the space are three
tables with interactive installations that encourage
exploration and engagement. The content ranges from
the challenges to Australian parliamentary democracy
since before 1901 to how the opposition can hold the
government to account. The missing objects of the room
are referenced by wallpapers showing the room in 1927
and 1983, overlain with quotations from politicians.
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The Leader of the Opposition’s Office explores the
opposition leaders, their personalities and their
contributions to Australia’s parliamentary and political
history. The main feature is a colourful and informative
chronology of opposition leaders around a central ‘mock’
leader’s desk with a prominent bakelite telephone. On
lifting the handset, visitors are often surprised by the
voice of the Rt Hon Arthur Calwell speaking about the
post-war immigration scheme and being in opposition.
The rooms were officially opened by Senator the Hon
Joe Ludwig, the minister responsible for Old Parliament
House, on 10 May 2010. The opening was marked by
a conversation-style event facilitated by the Chair of
the Advisory Council, Mr William McInnes. Current
minister the Hon Simon Crean MP, former President
of the Senate the Hon Margaret Reid, and Dr Norman
Abjorensen, author and Fellow of the Australian
Prime Ministers Centre, joined Senator Ludwig in a
conversation about the role of an opposition party in
Australia’s democracy and events which had taken place
in the room.
The Hon Simon Crean MP, Mrs Margaret Reid, Senator the Hon Joe Ludwig and William McInnes
(Chair of the Advisory Council) speak at the official opening (Photo – Robert Givens)

How do you interpret two rooms which have
virtually no original objects remaining? This was
the conundrum facing staff and contractors
when they tackled the redevelopment of the main
Opposition Party Room and Office of the Leader
of the Opposition.
Elsewhere in the museum, rooms have been
recreated with a judicious mix of objects and props,
but here that was impossible. The result is two
dynamic and inspiring room interpretations using
innovative interpretive and design techniques to
present complex topics.
The spaces focus on opposition, balancing
the areas in the museum that concentrate on
government and prime ministership, such as the
Prime Minister’s Suite, the Government Party Room

and the Prime Ministers of Australia exhibition. The
key message is that the opposition is the alternative
government and the opposition and its leaders are
critical to Australia’s parliamentary and political
history. The Rt Hon Sir Robert Menzies said that
being in opposition is ‘not a time in the wilderness
… but a time in the garden of opportunity’. In these
spaces, visitors can be the judge of that statement
by exploring the history of opposition parties in
Australia and the stories of their leaders.
The Opposition Party Room explores the role
and history of parliamentary opposition. The
interpretation features a striking introductory
banner showing the opposition side of the House
of Representatives chamber in 1988, ‘bookcase
panels’ with material about Hansard, and backlit
window blinds featuring stories about raised

Exploring the Opposition Party Room
and Leader of the Opposition’s Office
(Photos – Leighton Hutchinson)
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The museum presents a program of public events
to complement its other programs and to help
build awareness of its role and activities, both
locally and nationally. The program has achieved
high levels of participant satisfaction by targeting
specific audiences and interest groups.
Fourteen events held in 2009–10 supported new
exhibitions, launched newly interpreted spaces and
promoted the museum both to the public and to key
stakeholders. The events were attended by a total
of 1,833 people.
Some of the events held to launch new exhibitions
and activities follow.
•

•

•

The Living Democracy exhibition was launched
on 14 August 2009, attended by members of
the community whose stories are told in the
exhibition

Marnti Warajanga—we’re travelling was
launched on 25 February 2010, attended
by members of the Wangka Maya Pilbara
Aboriginal Language Centre, who had been
involved in the exhibition’s development
(see exhibition case study at pages 38–39)
the newly interpreted Opposition Party Room
and Leader of the Opposition’s Office were
officially opened on 10 May 2010 by Senator
the Hon Joe Ludwig. The Hon Simon Crean
MP, former President of the Senate the Hon
Margaret Reid, Australian Prime Ministers
Centre Fellow Dr Norman Abjorensen and
Advisory Council Chair Mr William McInnes
also took part in the event. (see exhibition
case study at pages 34–35).

Marnti Warajanga—we’re travelling
•

Uncensored Conversations, a series of three
free public events held in Kings Hall, featuring
prominent Australians discussing their
personal stories in relation to topical subjects
affecting and affected by democracy. The events
were informal and engaging, providing the
opportunity for members of the public
to question and converse with the speakers.
The events were facilitated by broadcaster
Ms Angela Catterns and the subjects and
speakers were:
−− 11 May 2010—Immigration, asylum
seekers and refugees: What is the real
impact? Speakers: Mr Les Murray (sports
commentator and former refugee) and
Mr Abdalla Ahmed (President of the
Australian–Somali Society Inc.)
−− 27 May 2010—Involvement or intrusion:
Where is the line for our government?
Speakers: Rev Tim Costello (Chief
Executive Officer of World Vision Australia)
and Mr Stephen Kenny (former barrister
for Mr David Hicks)
−− 15 June 2010—Freedom of speech and
censorship: How free are we? Speakers:
Dr Julianne Schultz (Professor at the
Centre for Public Culture and Ideas
at Griffith University) and members of
hip-hop group, The Herd.

The agency partnered several organisations in
events held at Old Parliament House:
•

after the Australian Indigenous Doctors’
Association became tenants in the building, a
commemoration was held on the front steps on
12 March 2010 and an accompanying function
was hosted

•

the Department of Immigration and Citizenship
held its inaugural Address on Immigration and
Citizenship in the House of Representatives
Chamber on 17 March 2010

•

the Department of the Prime Minister and
Cabinet launched Ahead of the Game:
Blueprint for Reform of Australian Government
Administration in Kings Hall on 29 March
2010, with a panel discussion about the future
direction of the Australian Public Service. The
panel included Mr Terry Moran, Secretary of
the Department of the Prime Minister and
Cabinet and Chair of the Australian Public
Service Reform Advisory Group

•
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The Rev Tim Costello at the second Uncensored Conversations
(Photo – Chalk Studio)

the museum hosted the reunion and annual
general meeting of the Association of Former
Members of the Parliament of Australia in May
2010. Former members of parliament attended
a forum held in the Senate Chamber and met in
the Senate Committee Rooms.

Planning for potential future events, including
performances, public forums and exhibition-related
events, was also undertaken.
Launch of the Australian Public Service Reform Blueprint
(Photo – Auspic)

The museum also welcomed visitors to popular
public events, including:
•

a public forum held in the House of
Representatives chamber on 26 February 2010,
featuring photographer Mr Tobias Titz,
curator Ms Merryn Gates and members of the
Wangka Maya Pilbara Aboriginal Language
Centre discussing the development of
Launch of Living Democracy exhibition
(Photo – Chalk Studio)

Les Murray speaks at the first Uncensored Conversations
(Photo – Chalk Studio)
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Case study :

Marnti Warajanga—
we’re travelling
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of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies.
The office of the Hon Justice Anthony North of the
Federal Court of Australia assisted with exhibition
text relating to native title. In preparing to present
the exhibition, the museum consulted local
Ngambri and Ngunnawal elders to ensure that
cultural protocols were observed.

Marnti Warajanga—we’re travelling opened on
25 February 2010 and will remain on display
until early 2011. During that period, planning is
being undertaken for the exhibition to travel. The
museum will continue to explore opportunities for
involvement with Indigenous communities in the
development of exhibitions and programs.

Launch of Marnti Warajanga—Billy Tomkins officiating at Smoking Ceremony
(Photo – Chalk Studio)

Marnti Warajanga—we’re travelling, the museum’s
major temporary exhibition for 2009–10,
demonstrates how the museum can work in
partnership with communities, empowering
them to tell their own stories of Australia’s
journey towards democracy. The exhibition is a
collaboration between the museum, the Wangka
Maya Pilbara Aboriginal Language Centre (based
in Port Hedland, Western Australia) and awardwinning photographer Mr Tobias Titz.

The exhibition was a positive collaboration, based
on the principle that it should be developed through
the partners sharing skills and knowledge, with
each participant playing a meaningful role. As well
as featuring in the exhibition, the people of the Port
Hedland community were involved as makers and
shapers of the content and structure. Their input
continues as the exhibition and complementary
community programs are prepared for future
travelling.

The exhibition tells the story of a community’s
continuing journey towards democracy. It
features 34 portraits of people from the Pilbara.
Accompanying text and audiovisual materials
feature the subjects addressing the historic events
that Indigenous people from the Pilbara have been
involved in since the late 1940s, and reflecting on
their ongoing work for social and political change
at community and national levels. The exhibition
demonstrates the democratic process in action at a
local, grassroots level.

Museum staff and Mr Titz visited Port Hedland
twice during the development of the exhibition. The
staff of Wangka Maya generously provided cultural
training, introduced them to the community and
advised and assisted them in all dealings with the
people of Port Hedland.
Broader consultation was also undertaken
during the development of the exhibition with
Reconciliation Australia, the Australian Indigenous
Doctors’ Association and the Australian Institute

Marnti Warajanga image—Jack Dhu (Photo – Tobias Titz)

Bruce Thomas (Chair) and Nadine Hicks (Manager)
of Wangka Maya Pilbara Aboriginal Language Centre
at Marnti Warajanga launch (Photo – Chalk Studio)
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Throughout the year, both onsite and online
education programs were delivered for students
and teachers from around Australia. Attendance
at onsite programs was strong, with 81,079 visiting
students and teachers—an increase of 12 per cent
from 2008–09.
There was a strong focus on refining and
consolidating the programs that were introduced
as part of the museum redevelopment, with staff
receiving extensive training.

Onsite program evaluation by visiting teachers and
students was carried out through an evaluation of
the Who’s the Boss? program conducted in May–
June 2010. Who’s the Boss? was chosen as the
most booked schools program; it was introduced
in May 2009 and is delivered to students in years
5–8. The exit survey of 187 teachers reflected high
levels of satisfaction at or above 95 per cent; other
findings are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 Results of school program evaluation, 2009–10
Face to face
presentation

New onsite school programs introduced in 2009–10
included the radio frequency identification (RFID)
project. This project will enable students to explore
and interrogate the content and activities in the
exhibitions with the assistance of technology.
Further details are in the case study on page 42.

•

the Franklin River Debate (reviewed
and rebranded)

•

the Old Parliament House Resource Kit
(reviewed and rebranded)

•

Getting it Together: From Colony
to Federation online packages

•

National History Challenge 2009:
Triumph over Adversity.

Exhibition discovery

Other education activities included:
Experience of
heritage building

Poor

•

conducting professional development
opportunities for teachers, and familiarisation
sessions on our new programs and exhibitions
for local primary and secondary teachers

•

ongoing involvement and participation in
the Museums Australia Education National
Network’s response to the draft national
history curriculum

•

presentations at the History Teachers’
Association of Australia and History Teachers’
Association of Victoria conferences (July 2009)
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Several online programs were developed or
reviewed and implemented during the year,
including:

•

co-presentations with other museum
educators at a Museums Australia National
Conference on how museums link to the
national curriculum (September 2009)

•

ongoing involvement in hosting civics
and citizenship programs, including the
ACT Schools Constitutional Convention
(September 2009), the International River
Health Conference (October 2009) and the
National Schools Constitutional Convention
(March 2010).

Using touchscreens in Hands on Democracy
(Photo – Leighton Hutchinson)

The agency continued its valuable association
with the National History Challenge, sponsoring
a category in Celebrations, Memories and History,
the 2010 event. The participants, students from
years 5–12, were required to focus on one key event
or issue related to an Australian prime minister
and include evidence from a primary document
to support their entry. Entries were able to be
submitted as research essays, performances,
three-dimensional models or multimedia. The
challenge commenced in April 2010 and judging
will take place in September 2010.
A Western Australian student, Mr Dale Atkinson,
won the category that the museum sponsored
in the 2009 National History Challenge.
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Case study :

Interactive experiences
through radio frequency
identification
42

The museum seeks to develop a collection that
documents the establishment and growth of
Australian democracy, with a strong focus on
Australian parliamentary history. The museum
has a particular interest in Australian political
ephemera and material relating to political
movements that were influenced by Australia or
in which Australians played a part. Display items
which put Australia’s history as a democracy into
a global context are also a particular priority.
Notable acquisitions during 2009–10 included:
•

a rare copy of the 1866 print Governor Davey’s
Proclamation to the Aborigines, 1816—mistitled
through a historical error, the print depicts
Governor George Arthur’s proclamation to
the Aborigines circa 1828–30, which sought
to convey the idea of equality under the law
through pictograms

•

a unique collection of sketches executed in the
House of Representatives in 1982 by Mr Tom
Thompson

•

material relating to the abolition of the slave
trade in Britain and the debate over slavery
in the United States, including the broadside
Description of a Slave Ship (1789), considered
one of the most influential pieces of political
propaganda ever printed

•

important seventeenth and eighteenth century
British political manifestos.

In May 2010, Dr George McLean, representing the
museum, was awarded the ACT Volunteer of the
Year Award in the arts and heritage sector for 2010.

Radio frequency identification (RFID) is a robust and
tested technology which has been used since the
1950s. However, its application in the Museum of
Australian Democracy is unique among Australian
museums. The system provides a flexible learning
tool for the museum to deliver engaging interactive
experiences to student groups in three exhibition
spaces: Australian Democracy—more than 2000
years in the making, Living Democracy—The Power
of the People, and Prime Ministers of Australia.

RFID readers have been added to the network
of touchscreens installed in the core exhibition
spaces. Each RFID card sends out a code to the
readers and triggers content, written for students,
on the touchscreens. Working in social groups,
students make decisions, discuss, negotiate,
have a say, and record their experiences on the
touchscreens. Students navigate and create a
unique learning path.

Collection development

Approximately 107 volunteers continued to provide
invaluable assistance to staff and visitors, leading
tours or undertaking research. Their involvement
was particularly beneficial in ensuring visitors’
satisfaction with their experience. Volunteers
provided guided tours and interpretations of the
chambers, exhibition spaces and other public areas
within the building.
The focus of activities was on the development
and implementation of new tours reflecting the
Museum of Australian Democracy programs.
Volunteers were also trained in the delivery of an
additional, newly developed visitor tour in late 2009.

While the technology is simple, the interactions are
complex. Imagine an exhibition being able to know
who you are, where you have been and what you
think ...

Using an RFID card as a key, a student can access
hidden activities and content to engage with the
exhibition collection in a meaningful way. RFID is
being trialled and refined as a component of the
programs Who’s the Boss? for students in years
5–8, and Our Voices, Our Choices for students in
years 9–12.

Volunteer program

Use of RFID technology (Photo – OPH collection)

As required, all proposed new collection items
were appropriately assessed by the Acquisitions
Committee and approved by the delegate.

For example, when the Hon Julia Gillard MP
became Prime Minister, activities were updated
with correct information within 30 minutes, in time
for the next school visit. Students and teachers
were excited to engage with such a topical issue.

The staff presenter controls the length of the
experience and facilitates discussion to make
connections and consolidate students’ learning
experiences. After the visit, teachers and students
are able to download a PDF file of each group’s
learning journey and post-visit activities from the
Museum of Australian Democracy website.

In formal evaluations of the RFID experience,
teachers were excited about their students’
engagement with history and democracy through
technology. Teachers commented that the
experience was ‘sophisticated and motivating’, that
‘It sucks you in!’ and that the delivery of information
in short ‘chunks’ is well designed for students.
Teachers were also impressed with the skills their
students showed in researching answers in the
exhibition, negotiating differences of opinions in
their teams and navigating using a map.

An onsite content authoring system developed
as part of the project allows museum staff to
write, edit and delete student activities, ensuring
that they are always up to date and accurate.

What do the students think? Many comments
reflected this quote from a Year 6 student: ‘Can we
keep going with the touchscreen activities? I don’t
want to stop, I want to see it all.’

Development of the museum’s oral history program
continued. This included the Old Parliament
House Political and Parliamentary Oral History
Project, a cooperative project with the National
Library of Australia which focused on former
parliamentarians. In 2009–10, 23 interviews were
recorded as part of this project—seven by the
museum and 16 by the library.

2009–10 acquisition—Proclamation to the Aborigines
(Photo – OPH collection)

Table 6 (page 45) lists the main acquisitions,
donations and oral history recordings that
contributed to the growth of the collection in
2009–10.
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2009–10 acquisition—1949 Photograph of former prime minister Malcolm Fraser in freshman class, Magdalen College, Oxford.
Mr Fraser is in the second back row, third from the right (Photo – OPH Collection)

Type

Items

Acquisitions:
Australian political
and parliamentary
history

•

an engraved portrait of WC Wentworth

•

a first edition of the Proceedings of a General Court Martial … for the trial of Lieut.Col. Geo. Johnston … on a charge of mutiny for deposing … William Bligh (London, 1811)

•

a copy of the Narrative of the Sufferings of T. Palmer and W. Skirving (Cambridge, 1797),
and various other publications relating to the trials of the ‘Scottish Martyrs’, transported to
Australia for political offences in the 1790s

•

a copy of the Victorian Gold Regulations (Melbourne 1854), the publication of which led to the
Eureka uprising

•

a copy of the rare 1866 hand-coloured lithograph entitled Governor Davey’s Proclamation to
the Aborigines, 1816

•

Australian Politicians (1887), a watercolour by WJ Wadham, 1887, showing two unknown
men speaking in a bush pub to a group of other men

•

a trade token produced in Melbourne by bookseller EW Cole, c. 1890, promoting racial
equality

•

a ceramic beaker commemorating Australian Federation, 1901, with portraits of Queen
Victoria, Edmund Barton, Henry Parkes, and Australian and British soldiers, and a
photogravure of Tom Roberts’ painting of the opening of the first federal parliament in 1901

•

a range of small items which used the terms ‘Federal’ and ‘Commonwealth’ in their
nomenclature

•

a bust of the then Governor-General Lord Hopetoun, c.1901, by an unknown artist, and a
collection of photographs of Federation Arches in Sydney and Melbourne and other scenes
of the inauguration of the Commonwealth of Australia in 1901

•

an advertising postcard for a Sydney photography studio featuring a previously unknown
portrait of Sir George Reid in his time as High Commissioner in London

•

a collection of 33 original cartoons of prime ministers and other politicians by Patrick Cook,
Bruce Petty, Les Tanner, Frank Benier, ‘Eyre Jr’ and others, dating from the early 1910s to
the 1980s. An album of 42 photographs by Joseph Brokenshire showing scenes during the
Broken Hill lockout of 1909, a key event in the history of the Australian labour movement

•

a gold key presented to Joseph Lyons when he opened St Gregory’s School during his visit to
the United Kingdom in 1937

•

a copy of the 1942 limited edition of Raffaello Carboni’s The Eureka Stockade, signed by
HV Evatt, who wrote the introduction

•

a jigsaw puzzle showing John Curtin and United States President Franklin D Roosevelt,
surrounded by military personnel, 1942

•

a photograph of Malcolm Fraser with other Magdalen College freshmen, 1949, and a sketch
of Mr Fraser in Montmartre, c. 1950

•

a satirical sketch by Noel Counihan showing ‘Labor Unity’ throwing ‘the Coalition’ down the
front steps of Old Parliament House, 1953.
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Table 6 New collection items, 2009–10

Type

Items

Type

Items

Acquisitions:
Australian political
and parliamentary
history

•

a photograph by David Moore of United States President Lyndon B Johnson and Harold Holt
at the Canberra Airport, 1966

Donations

•

•

a photograph by Mervyn Bishop of Gough Whitlam pouring soil into the hand of traditional
landowner Vincent Lingiari, 1975

a wallhanging donated by GE Money Australia, depicting all prime ministers from Edmund
Barton to John Howard in the Marble Bar, Sydney, 1983, with later additions (1996?), by
Dawn Fitzpatrick and others

•

•

a collection of 30 pencil sketches of parliamentarians and parliamentary officials by Tom
Thompson, drawn in the House of Representatives in 1982

a portrait of Robert Menzies as Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports, by Hans Selke, 1965,
donated by Mr Domenico Polestina

•

•

nine posters and a board game produced in the 1980s by Redback Graphix—mostly
commissioned works urging Indigenous Australians to enrol and vote in elections

a collection, donated by Robin McLachlan, of posters used at polling booths in the electorates
of Calare and Macquarie in the 2004 and 2007 elections, with how-to-vote cards for Peter
Andren and other candidates and related ephemera

•

three photographs by the Indigenous Queensland photographer Leah King-Smith from her
series Patterns of Connection, 1991: Untitled #2 (Queen Rose), Untitled #3 (William Barak),
Untitled #9 (Geelong Tribe)

•

a collection of carpenter’s tools used in the construction of the building, donated by
Bill Townsend

•

a collection of recent political history texts from the library of Fred Brenchley, a former
member of the Advisory Council, donated by his widow, Elizabeth Brenchley

•

a collection of Australian political history texts, donated by James Jupp

•

material used for hearings of the National Human Rights Consultation in 2009, donated by the
Human Rights Branch of the Attorney-General’s Department.

Acquisitions:
the journey of
democracy

•

Worn Breastplates, a series of nine pieces of jewellery made by Andrea Fisher, a young Murri
artist whose practice, which incorporates jewellery, photography and installation, reflects
Aboriginal history and culture and seeks to reframe and reclaim the past

•

a range of other books, pamphlets, posters and other ephemera on Australian political history,
both current and retrospective, acquired for the research collection.

•

a copy of the first English edition of Machiavelli’s The Prince (London, 1640)

•

a copy of the Declaration from the several respective regiments in the Army, to all free-born
Commons within the realme of England (London, 1647). The declaration demands equal
representation in parliament, elections every two years, the sovereignty of parliament over all
other persons and powers, and equality for all under the law

Oral history
recordings

Interviews were recorded with the following former parliamentarians:
•

the Rt Hon Doug Anthony

•

the Hon Dame Margaret Guilfoyle

•

Dr Richie Gun

•

the Hon Michael Mackellar

a copy of the Eikon Basilike (London, 1649), the account of Charles I’s last days co-written
by the king and published days after his execution. This copy is stamped with the arms of
Charles II, and is believed to have been given by him to one of his supporters, possibly
after 1660

•

the Hon Jeanette McHugh (ongoing)

•

the Hon Margaret Reid

•

the Rt Hon Ian Sinclair

•

a musket and sword typical of those used during the American revolutionary period, both
c. 1760 and of colonial assembly, for display in the permanent exhibition in the section on
the American Revolution

Interviews were recorded with the following former officials and other people previously
associated with Old Parliament House:

•

several English trade tokens of the 1790s, for and against movements of political change

•

a copy of the broadside Description of a Slave Ship, London, 1789, an iconic symbol of the
anti-slavery movement in Britain and the United States, and the first translation into visual
form of ideas behind the cause of the first peaceful mass movement for political change in
British history, a slave hire tag, and a toothbrush issued to a soldier in the first black regiment
raised to fight for the Union in the American Civil War, with other civil war and anti-slavery
material.

•

•

a copy of the first issue of the broadside Declaration of Rights, without which no Englishman
can be a free man, nor the English nation a free people (London?, 1780)

•

a copy of Tom Paine’s Dissertation on First Principles of Government (Paris, 1795), a speech
delivered to the French National Assembly proposing universal manhood suffrage

•

a copy of the rare 1950 edition of the Noel Counihan linocut series War and Peace.

•

Brian Cox (Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet)

•

John Dealy (ACT Police)

•

Julie Dyson (Hansard)

•

Denise Edlington (Hansard)

•

Jill Fleming (typist and committee research officer)

•

June Lomax (Hansard)

•

Roger Martindale (Australian Federal Police)

•

Pat Sales (Hansard)
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Case study :

Collection management

Dancing with the
Prime Minister

Procedures
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The agency’s Collection Management Procedures
were reviewed and significantly updated during
the year. The procedures outline in detail the ways
in which all collection objects are to be managed
within the building, and are a subsidiary section
of the Collection Management Policy. They include
procedures and guidelines for acquiring objects
for the collection, registering objects in the
collection database, borrowing and lending
objects, and accessing, storing, researching,
moving and transporting objects.
Collection items on display, particularly volumes
of Hansard, increased by over 2%. The planned
2010–11 commencement of a program to add
images and details of collection items to the
agency’s website (moadoph.gov.au) will further
improve public access.

Collection storage
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2009–10 acquisition—Description of a Slave Ship
(Photo – OPH collection)

After the relocation of much of the collection to a
new storage area in 2008–09, making use of space
formerly occupied by the National Portrait Gallery,
a priority during 2009–10 was to ensure the
best use of that space. In addition to ensuring
a generally high standard of storage space and
practice, dedicated areas were established for
accessioning (formally registering objects into the
collection), photography of items, conservation and
exhibition preparation. A public tour of this space
was given during ACT Heritage Week.

The Australian Prime Ministers Centre research
and scholarship program has been in operation
since 2007. It has supported 22 projects to foster
research into and raise awareness of the lives,
achievements and governments of Australia’s
prime ministers. Outcomes have included
conference papers, books, journal and newspaper
articles, as well as a website, an exhibition,
a research guide and a musical performance.

Dr Anna Cole, a researcher in the Anthropology
Department at the University of London and one
of this year’s recipients of an Australian Prime
Ministers Centre Fellowship, has produced a
30-minute documentary film about these events.
Dr Cole uses archival footage as well as oral history
interviews with people who attended the ball to
illustrate not only the events of the night, but also
the relationship between Gorton’s nationalism
and the growth of Indigenous cultural politics.
In addition to archival film footage of the event,
Dr Cole also located previously undiscovered
footage of rehearsals for the ball, with
Mr Charles Perkins standing in for Mr Gorton.

University of Canberra course
In the first semester of 2010, agency
representatives were privileged to deliver the
Collection Management unit to third year students
of cultural heritage at the University of Canberra,
following an approach from the university. The
course was coordinated by the Heritage and
Information Communication Technology Section
and delivered by contributors from across the
organisation. Delivering the course has generated
substantial goodwill and a good working alliance
between the agency and the university.

On a winter evening in 1968, the then Prime
Minister, the Rt Hon John Gorton, made history
by dancing with a young Aboriginal girl at the first
national Aboriginal debutante ball. The ball was
held at the Sydney Town Hall to celebrate the
symbolic ‘coming of age’ of Aboriginal Australians
in the referendum held a year earlier. Twenty-five
debutantes were presented to the Prime Minister,
and Mr Gorton chose to dance with one of the young
women, Miss Pearl Anderson. The event unsettled
the prevailing attitude to racial segregation of the
time and coincided with the period when the growth
in Commonwealth powers was starting to change
the administration of Aboriginal affairs.

Staff member accessioning collection items
(Photo – OPH collection)

Dancing with the Prime Minister is scheduled to be
broadcast on ABC television on 22 August 2010, and
a transcript and vodcast of the film will be available
for viewing download from the ABC’s Message Stick
website (www.abc.net.au/tv/messagestick/stories/).
Primary and secondary schoolchildren can also
engage with the film via Message Club (www.abc.
net.au/messageclub/), the ABC’s website targeted
at their age group. The documentary is also being
entered into international film festival programs.
The support of the museum will be acknowledged
in all outcomes.

Prime Minister John Gorton dancing with a young debutante,
Pearl Anderson, at the Foundation for Aboriginal Affairs
Debutantes Ball, 1968
(Image courtesy of the State Library of New South Wales
[Australian Photographic Agency—29022])
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Key performance indicator:
Extend OPH’s profile and partnerships
with other institutions, academics
and cultural innovators
Under a memorandum of understanding established in 2008–09,
the agency worked with the NAA to upgrade the Australia’s Prime
Ministers website (primeministers.naa.gov.au). The enhanced
website was launched in September 2009.

4

During 2009–10, the agency established a new cooperative
partnership with the Chifley Home to develop a ‘soundscape’
for the former prime minister’s residence. Two new significant
collaborative projects were also entered into:
•

the symposium collaboration with the ANU National Centre
of Biography

•

the delivery of the Collection Management unit to
University of Canberra students.

A range of other collaborative activities are outlined in the section
on the Australian Prime Ministers Centre (page 25).

management and
accountability
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In conjunction with the financial statements chapter, this chapter addresses
reporting requirements under the Public Service Act 1999 and the Financial
Management and Accountability Act 1997 (FMA Act), including the Requirements
for annual reports for departments, executive agencies and FMA Act bodies.
The agency’s management and accountability
contribute to the efficient and effective delivery
of Outcome 1:

An enhanced appreciation and
understanding of the political and social
heritage of Australia for members of
the public, through activities including
the conservation and upkeep of, and the
provision of access to, Old Parliament House
and the development of its collections,
exhibitions and educational programs.
During 2009–10, all management and accountability
responsibilities were met to a high degree.

Corporate governance
The Director is responsible for overseeing corporate
governance and determining strategic priorities. In
doing so, the Director acts in consultation with the
Deputy Directors and senior managers.
All sections are accountable through their planning
and reporting activities. These are centrally
managed and coordinated through the Human
Resources and Governance Section and the Finance
Section, which ensure that the agency complies
with its responsibilities as an Executive Agency
under the Public Service Act and the FMA Act.
During 2009–10, the agency continued to manage,
consolidate and refine the range of corporate
governance arrangements that had been
developed and implemented in 2008–09, its first
year of operation as an Executive Agency. Relevant
governance activities during the year included:
•

reviewing and updating Chief Executive’s
Instructions as appropriate

•

managing key policies and plans, such as those
covering risk management, audit, fraud control,
business continuity audit and occupational
health and safety

•

coordinating and managing strategic planning,
including the strategic and business plans

•

preparing and coordinating reports and advice
to key stakeholders such as the minister, the
Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet,
and the Advisory Council

•

negotiating and implementing the agency’s first
enterprise agreement

•

developing the agency’s first records authority,
which is expected to be finalised, approved
by the National Archives of Australia and
implemented early in 2010–11

•

introducing a Workplace Consultative
Committee, composed of staff and
management representatives.

The development of all new and revised policies and
guidelines was based on agency-wide consultation
and input.

Senior management committees
The agency maintains several committees to assist
with its management.
The two key committees are:
•

the Executive Management Group, which
consists of the Director and Deputy Directors
and deals with management issues across
the agency, setting strategic directions and
ensuring unity of vision, purpose and action for
the organisation as a whole

•

the Senior Management Group, which includes
the Executive Management Group and all
section managers, deals with corporate and
business planning and provides an avenue for
consultation across the agency.

Both groups met fortnightly and summary minutes
are published on the staff intranet. Details of their
role and membership, along with those of other
agency management committees, are in Table 7
(page 53).
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Table 7 Management committees, 2009–10
Attendance

Role

Meetings

Sets strategic directions for the agency. Provides
an avenue for discussion and decision making on
agency-wide issues.
Oversees risk management.

Fortnightly

Provides an avenue for decision making, consultation
and feedback on agency-wide issues.
Promotes risk management within the agency,
regularly reviews and assesses key risks, and ensures
appropriate linkages between risk management and
planning processes.

Fortnightly

Enhances the agency’s control framework.
Assists the agency to comply with legislative
and other obligations.
Improves the objectivity and reliability of externally
published financial information.
Provides assurance to the Director in relation to
her responsibilities under the Financial Management
and Accountability Act 1997.

Approximately
quarterly

Executive Management Group
Chair: Director
Members: Deputy Directors

Senior Management Group

Chair: Director
Members: Deputy Directors and
all section managers

Audit Committee

Chair: Deputy Director, Corporate and
Heritage
Deputy Chair: Deputy Director,
Interpretation and Programs
Members:
Manager, Heritage and Information
Communication Technology
Manager, Research and Collection
Development
External member
Observers:
Chief Finance Officer
Manager, Human Resources and
Governance
Australian National Audit Office
representatives
Secretariat:
Human Resources and Governance
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Table 7 Management committees, 2009–10
Attendance

Table 7 Management committees, 2009–10

Role

Meetings

Discusses action proposals in accordance with
Policy 21 of the Heritage Management Plan.
Makes recommendations to the delegate.
Suggests independent advice where relevant.
Provides input to ensure that decisions made regarding use and change in and on the place will not have
a significant adverse impact on the heritage values of
the place.
Activities of the committee are reported to the Advisory
Council.

Fortnightly

Heritage Actions Committee
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Chair and Delegate: Deputy Director,
Corporate and Heritage
Deputy Chair: Manager, Heritage and
Information Communication Technology
Members:
Deputy Director, Interpretation and
Programs
Assistant Manager, Heritage
Manager, Facilities
Manager, Human Resources and
Governance
Manager, Visitor Experience
Manager, Learning and Interpretation
Assistant Manager, Interpretation and
Community Learning
Manager, Research and Collection
Development
Secretariat: Heritage and Information
Communication Technology

Meetings

Chair: Director
Members:
Manager, Human Resources
and Governance
Three staff representatives
Secretariat: Human Resources

Considers and advises employees and the Executive
on workplace issues referred by employees,
employee representatives or the Executive. Facilitates
communication, consultation, cooperation and input
from staff on matters that affect the workplace.

Quarterly

Chief Executive’s Instructions
The agency’s Chief Executive’s Instructions are
reviewed regularly and updated through the
Finance Section as required. They are consistent
with the Public Service Act, the FMA Act and other
relevant legislation and guidelines.

Corporate planning

Discusses and determines appropriate additions to the
collection for approval by the delegate in accordance
with Policy 3.3 of the Collection Management Policy.
Activities of the committee are reported to the Advisory
Council.

Monthly

Oversights health and safety matters.

Approximately
quarterly

Identifies, develops and implements consistent
strategies to address occupational health and safety
requirements.

The agency’s current Strategic Plan covers the
period from 2009 to 2012. It outlines the values,
mission and objectives of the agency, thus
ensuring that the corporate goals and focus of
the organisation are aligned with Outcome 1.
The Strategic Plan is underpinned by the
annual Business Plan, individual work plans for
each section, and the individual performance
agreements which form part of the staff
Performance and Development Scheme.

Occupational Health and Safety Committee

Chair: Deputy Director, Corporate and
HeritageDeputy Chair: Manager, Facilities
Members:
First aid officers
Designated Work Group Health and Safety
Representative and Deputy Representative
Representatives of Human Resources and
Governance, Facilities, Visitor Experience
and security staff
Secretariat: Governance

Role

Workplace Consultative Committee

Acquisitions Committee

Chair and Delegate: Deputy Director,
Interpretation and Programs
Deputy Chair: Manager, Research and
Collection Development
Members:
Manager, Heritage and Information
Communication Technology
Assistant Manager, Heritage
Manager, Australian Prime Ministers Centre
Reference Librarian
Assistant Manager, Interpretation and
Community Learning
Research Manager and Senior Historian
Secretariat: Registrar

Attendance

Both the Strategic Plan and the Business
Plan were revised and updated in 2009–10 to
encompass the agency’s change in focus, moving
from its establishment as an Executive Agency
and the development and implementation of the
Museum of Australian Democracy initiatives, into
the consolidation, fine-tuning and operation of its
programs and activities.
Table 8 (page 56) summarises the main plans and
policies that informed the agency’s management
and operations in 2009–10.
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Table 8 Corporate management plans and policies, 2009–10
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Audit

•

The agency’s Audit Committee was established in
2008–09. It operates under the FMA Act, with the
functions of:

regularly considered registers of whole-ofgovernment and Old Parliament House–
specific audit recommendations

•

oversaw risk management

•

enhancing the agency’s control framework

•

•

assisting the agency in complying with
legislative and other obligations

dealt with a range of other matters,
including:

Plan/policy

Purpose

Period

Business Continuity Plan

Outlines processes designed to ensure that the agency resumes
normal operations quickly and efficiently following disruptions.

2009–11

Provides a detailed outline of the activities and services that the
agency will deliver during the year.

2009–10

Collection Management Policy

Sets out guidelines for the management, maintenance and
development of the Old Parliament House collections.

2009–10

•

Building and Collection Disaster
Recovery Plan

Manages the agency’s response to and recovery from
emergencies, disasters and other disruptive events.

2008–12

improving the objectivity and reliability of
externally published financial information

•

providing assurance to the Director in relation
to her responsibilities under the FMA Act.

Fraud Control Plan

Complies with statutory obligations and provides guidance to
staff on the policy and procedures dealing with fraud.

2009–11

Fraud Risk Plan

Provides the agency and its staff with a tool to identify and
manage fraud.

2009–10

Guidelines for staff on the APS Code
of Conduct

Provides staff with guidance on the standards of behaviour with
which they are expected to comply under the Australian Public
Service Code of Conduct.

2008–12

Heritage Management Plan

Meets agency obligations under the Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 and provides appropriate
guidance and direction on the management on the site.

2008–13

Provides the agency with a level of independent assurance
on the appropriateness of the internal controls and business
risk management that meet the agency’s obligations under the
Financial Management and Accountability Act 1997.

2008–10

Life Cycle Cost Plan

Guides activity for necessary conservation, refurbishment and
cyclical building works for a 15-year period.

2007–22

Occupational Health and Safety Policy

Assists the agency to maintain a safe and healthy workplace
in compliance with s. 16 of the Occupational Health and Safety
Act 1991.

2008–11

Asset Management Administrative
Procedure

Manages the physical items that form the assets of the agency.

2009–10

Risk Management Plan

Provides the agency and its staff with a tool to identify and
manage risk.

2009–10

Strategic Plan

Identifies and provides detail on the agency’s key objectives,
priorities and measures of success.

2009–12

Whistleblower Policy and Procedures

Provides staff with information on whistleblowing and
procedures the agency and the whistleblower should follow.

2009–12

Workplace Harassment Guideline

Provides staff with the procedures to follow to address an
allegation of workplace harassment.

2008–11

Business Plan

Internal Audit Program

−− considering and approving the
2008–09 audited financial statements,
and recommending their signature
by the Director
−− reviewing reports from the Chief Finance
Officer on current issues and developments

The committee is directly responsible and
accountable to the Director for meeting
its responsibilities. In addition to agency
representatives, its membership includes an
independent external member and observers from
the Australian National Audit Office (ANAO). It met
five times in 2009–10:
•

21 July 2009

•

18 September 2009 (special annual meeting
to review 2008–09 financial statements)

•

24 November 2009

•

23 February 2010

•

4 May 2010.

The committee satisfied the requirements of its
charter by considering and dealing with a range
of issues and activities during the year. The
committee:
•

considered progress and outcomes of internal
audit reviews, including the:
−− review and revision of the
Risk Management Plan
−− review of financial processes and controls
and implementation of findings
−− review of project management
−− review of Certificate of Compliance
procedures

−− receiving and considering update briefings
on current issues from the ANAO at all
regular meetings
−− considering and endorsing proposed
control framework measures, including
the revision of cash handling procedures
(November 2009) and a stocktake
of heritage furniture and proposed
improvements to internal controls
•

establishing a working group to consider issues
raised by the ANAO’s report on sponsorship.

In carrying out these activities, the committee acted
in accordance with its role and obligations under
the Old Parliament House Audit Committee Charter
and Operating Procedures.
WalterTurnbull remained the agency’s provider
of internal audit services. The agency expects to
make long-term arrangements for the provision
of internal audit services in early 2010–11.
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External scrutiny

Security

Human resources management

In 2009–10, the only external scrutiny which
affected the agency was routine audit scrutiny,
as Table 9 shows.

The position of Security Adviser for the agency
is held by the Manager, Facilities. The Security
Adviser is responsible for maintaining minimum
protective security standards and:

Successful short- and long-term management of human
resources continued to be a major responsibility of the
agency. Key results during the year included:

Table 9 External scrutiny of Old Parliament House, 2009–10
Type

Activity

Auditor-General

The agency was the subject of a financial statements audit by the Australian National
Audit Office.

Privacy Commissioner

The Privacy Commissioner made no reports under the Privacy Act 1988 concerning the
agency’s practices or actions.

Commonwealth Ombudsman

The Commonwealth Ombudsman considered no matters involving the agency.

Freedom of information requests

No requests for access to documents under the Freedom of Information Act 1982 were
received.

Parliamentary committees

Other than Senate estimates committees, the agency did not appear before any
parliamentary committees. No reports on issues specifically relevant to Old Parliament
House were received from parliamentary committees.

Administrative Appeals Tribunal

No decisions by the agency were the subject of review by the Administrative Appeals
Tribunal.

Risk management
A review of the Risk Management Plan was
finalised, and the outcomes implemented, in
2009–10. The new plan seeks to more clearly focus
on key strategic risks and ways to monitor, respond
to and minimise them.
Risks are managed and reviewed through
the Executive Management Group and Senior
Management Group. They provide guidance
and feedback on risk management issues and
strategies, promote risk management within the
agency, regularly review and assess key risks,
and ensure appropriate linkages to corporate
and business planning processes and budget
processes.
Risk management training formed a component
of the compulsory training for staff and was
undertaken by most staff during the year.

Business continuity and
disaster management
The agency’s Business Continuity Plan, aimed
at ensuring a timely response to any disruption
that may occur and a prompt resumption of
normal operations, was reviewed in 2009–10.

Recommendations from the review will be
incorporated into a revised plan, and testing will be
carried out in 2010–11.
As the Old Parliament House building is a major
historical and tourist site, the agency manages
and maintains a Building and Collection Disaster
Recovery Plan. The existing plan was revised and
updated during 2008–09 and remained in force in
2009–10.

Fraud control
An updated Fraud Risk Plan was developed and
implemented in 2009–10. Annual fraud control
data was collected and reported to the AttorneyGeneral’s Department. These measures help to
ensure that the agency continues to comply with
the Commonwealth Fraud Control Guidelines.
The Director’s certification that the agency has
appropriate fraud prevention plans and processes
in place is contained in this annual report’s letter
of transmittal to the minister (page iii).
No cases of suspected fraud were reported and no
investigations were undertaken during 2009–10.

•

develops, implements, monitors and reviews
building security policies and procedures

•

manages the contract with the external
supplier of the building’s security guards.

All staff continued to be required to hold protectedlevel security clearances, and all new staff were
required to undergo security checks in order to be
cleared to that level.
New security measures during the year included
the commencement of installation of new closedcircuit television cameras. When completed in
late 2010, the project will have upgraded the
security system to a fully digital video management
system, replaced almost all existing cameras
and significantly increased camera numbers, to
enhance overall internal and external security.

Ethical standards
The agency values its staff, whose commitment
and diverse skills and experience make them the
organisation’s most valuable resource. During the
year, the agency sought to continue to ensure a
safe, healthy, supportive and productive workplace,
without discrimination or harassment, and to foster
ethical behaviour on the part of staff. In doing so, it
was guided by the Australian Public Service (APS)
Values and Code of Conduct.
Such standards are reinforced by specific
instruments, such as the:
•

Risk Management Policy

•

Fraud Control Plan, Fraud Risk Plan
and Fraud Awareness and Ethics Guide

•

Workplace Harassment Guideline

•

Whistleblower Policy and Procedures

•

Staff Guidelines on the APS Code of Conduct.

Freedom of information
Information required under s. 8 of the Freedom
of Information Act 1982 is in Appendix F (page 145).

•

negotiating and implementing the Old Parliament
House Enterprise Agreement (the agency’s first
enterprise agreement) in line with the government’s
employment framework and agreement-making
arrangements

•

implementing a suite of policies and procedures
to support terms and conditions of employment
provided for in the enterprise agreement

•

transitioning the payroll to accommodate the
provisions of the agreement

•

implementing human resources metrics reporting to
assist the Executive Management Group to monitor
and manage workforce planning, and to supply
information for APS-wide reports such as the State
of the Service Report

•

offering access to the Cultural Management
Development Program and the Advanced
Workplace Skills Program as a development and
networking opportunity across cultural institutions
within the region

•

accommodating the mandatory training requirements
of the Performance Development Scheme and
enterprise agreement productivity provisions

•

implementing the Workplace Consultative Committee
as required by the enterprise agreement, including the
election of employee representatives; the committee
met in February and May 2010

•

testing an electronic time management system
that will streamline administrative functions
associated with payroll for a number of sections
within the agency.

Staffing
At 30 June 2010, the agency’s staffing level was 94
employees (66 ongoing, 19 non-ongoing and nine casual),
with a full-time equivalent structure of 76.82. These
figures do not include the position of Director, whose
remuneration is determined by the minister with advice
from the Remuneration Tribunal.
The agency again used temporary transfers and
non-ongoing contracts to meet its short-term staffing
and skills needs. A structural reorganisation of the
Interpretation and Programs Branch included the
establishment of two sections—Visitor Experience, and
Learning and Interpretation— specifically to facilitate
the enhancement of the public experience at the museum.
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In addition, the former Facilities and Capital
Projects sections in the Corporate and Heritage
Branch were amalgamated.
Detailed staffing information is provided in
Appendix E (page 143).
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Terms and conditions
The agency negotiated and implemented the
Old Parliament House Enterprise Agreement
2009–11. The agreement commenced on
6 November 2009 and will conclude on
30 June 2011 in line with the requirements
of the Australian Government Employees
Bargaining Framework. The commencement
of the enterprise agreement displaced all
conditions previously specified for employees
from APS level 1 to Executive level 2 through
a general s. 24 determination and individual
arrangements.
The enterprise agreement provided for a 2.75 per
cent salary increase upon commencement of the
agreement and a further 2.25 per cent increase on
1 July 2010 if all mandatory requirements of the
performance management system and productivity
efficiencies are met.
It also provided the following entitlements:
•

flexible working arrangements, including
access to flextime (APS levels 1–6) and time
off in lieu (Executive levels), part-time work
arrangements and job sharing

Senior executive remuneration
Remuneration for the Director is determined by
the minister, with advice from the Remuneration
Tribunal, under the Public Service Act. In 2009–10,
remuneration for the Senior Executive Service
was determined in line with the Department of
the Prime Minister and Cabinet guidelines. The
remuneration of both Senior Executive Service
officers was negotiated between the individual
officer and the Director. The conditions were
prescribed in individual s. 24 determinations.
Details of salary ranges are in Appendix E
(page 143).

Staff turnover
The agency had an annual staff turnover of
13.64 per cent, most of which was due to age
retirement.
Of the eight ongoing staff who left the agency, four
retired, two resigned to accept positions external to
the APS and two transferred to other APS agencies.

Learning and development
The agency introduced the Learning and
Development Framework and the Corporate
Learning Plan, which underpin the Performance
Development Scheme, and supported the
mandatory training requirements of the scheme.
All employees (other than casual employees not
covered by the scheme) are required to attend
training in:

•

year-end shutdown

•

salary progression linked to the performance
development scheme requirement of ‘meets or
exceeds expectations’

•

risk and fraud management

•

occupational health and safety

•

the APS Values and Code of Conduct

an additional two weeks paid maternity/
adoption leave

•

finance

•

heritage awareness.

•
•

increased financial study support

•

implementation of the Workplace Consultative
Committee to improve consultation between
management and employees within the agency.

Two Senior Executive Service officers were
employed under individual s. 24 determinations
prescribing remuneration and conditions of
employment.
No performance pay provisions were in place for
agency employees.

In 2009–10, an online induction program for
employees new to the agency was developed
and implemented. The program promoted the
APS Values and Code of Conduct, and included
overviews of all section managers in the two
branches of the agency and their responsibilities.
It also included mandatory policies and guidelines,
building layout and emergency services, social
inclusion and information on health initiatives and
performance management within the agency.

A range of programs were offered to and attended
by employees as part of the Corporate Learning
Plan. These included:

•

conferences held by
−− the Australia and New Zealand
Communication Association

•

writing for the APS (36 participants)

−− the Australian Human Resources Institute

•

manual task training (25 participants)

•

time management (17 participants)

−− the Australian Institute of Management
Marketing Forum

•

cultural awareness training (44 staff
participants, along with 31 volunteers)

−− Dare to Lead

•

occupational health and safety training
(54 participants).

−− the National History Teachers’ Association
of Australia

−− the History Teachers’ Association of Victoria

−− the Oral History Association of Australia

Career counselling was attended by 19 employees.
The purpose of this was to offer career advice and
strategies for progression within the APS. Study
support for tertiary education was also provided to
three employees.
One staff member completed the Cultural
Management Development Program and one
completed the Advanced Workplace Skills
Program. These programs are aimed at developing
management and leadership skills within cultural
institutions.
A number of staff also undertook training in
specialised areas relevant to their specific roles
within the agency, including through attendance at
the following conferences and seminars:
•

‘Gender, Politics and Biography’, a symposium
jointly sponsored by the museum and the
National Centre of Biography, ANU College of
Arts and Social Sciences

•

‘Curriculum: a national conversation’, the
Australian Curriculum Studies Association
biennial conference

•

‘Women, Parliament and Image’, the fifth
Women in Parliament conference

•

‘Artists Interpreting History’, a Museums
Australia conference

•

‘It’s a Kids’ Thing: Curating, Designing and
Programming for Children’, a seminar of
Museums Australia (Victoria)

−− Social Education Victoria
−− the (United States) National Association for
Interpretation
•

sessions of the Introduction to Government
Procurement Seminar, the Career Directions
Workshop, and Master Class: Online
Community Engagement for the Public Sector.

As noted in the report on performance, agency
staff also convened and delivered the Collection
Management unit for cultural heritage students
at the University of Canberra in the first semester
of 2010.

Commonwealth Disability Strategy
The agency maintained and enhanced measures for
disabled access in 2009–10, including by:
•

improving lighting and handrails in visitor toilet
areas in Kings Hall

•

implementing the ACT Companion Card
system, which allows free entry for the
companion or carer of a person with a disability
who requires assistance

•

installation of a ‘hearing loop’ in the Members
Dining Room area for the benefit of the
hearing-impaired

•

commencing the redevelopment of the front
entrance to the building, with improved disabled
access.

Table 10 (page 62) summarises the agency’s
performance against the relevant requirements of
the Commonwealth Disability Strategy.
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Performance
indicator

Performance measure

Performance in 2009–10

Goals and actions for 2010–11

Providers have
established
mechanisms for
quality improvement
and assurance.

Evidence of quality
improvement and assurance
systems in operation.

Planning and development of
all relevant projects involved
consideration of disability
needs, requirements and
standards, and the inclusion
in the development of a largenumber of disability-specific
measures.

Completion of redevelopment
of front entrance, with improved
disabled access.

Providers have
an established
service charter that
specifies the roles
of the provider and
consumer and service
standards which
address accessibility
for people with
disabilities.

Established service charter
that adequately reflects
the needs of people with
disabilities in operation.

The service charter was
completed and operational. It
was located on the agency’s
website, accompanied by
visitor feedback form, at
moadoph.gov.au/about/.

Ongoing evaluation of charter’s
effectiveness.

Complaints/grievance
mechanisms, including
access to external
mechanisms, in
place to address any
concerns raised about
performance.

Established complaints/
grievance mechanisms,
including access to external
mechanisms, in operation.

Client feedback forms
were operational, including
provision for online feedback
at moadoph.gov.au/about/.

Accommodating the needs of
diverse audiences, identities and
proficiencies through increased
community learning activities.

Ongoing evaluation and
incorporation of feedback.

Evaluation and incorporation
of feedback was ongoing.

Information management
Information and communications technology (ICT)
management, liaison, policy and online services
remained the responsibility of the Heritage
and Information Communication Technology
Section. ICT services continued to be provided
under a memorandum of understanding with the
Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.
Representatives of the agency and the department
meet monthly, and more often if required, to
monitor service delivery and management.
Relevant guidelines were maintained during
2009–10, including processes for the development
of business cases and the assessment of new ICT
projects. These processes ensure that all project
proposals are fully scoped, project plans are
prepared, risk analyses are undertaken and lifecycle costings are considered in the initial scoping
and implementation phase. They also ensure
that the relevance of any project to the strategic
direction of the agency is clear.

The agency’s Museum of Australian Democracy
website (moadoph.gov.au) was regularly updated,
providing information to the general public
on exhibitions, programs and services and
specific education program content. In addition,
developmental work was undertaken for an
expansion of Museum of Australian Democracy
onsite programs. This is expected to result in
additions to the website in early 2010–11 to include
an online version of the Australian Democracy
exhibition timeline and images and details of
42 collection items.
The organisation’s staff intranet was maintained
and regularly updated, providing relevant
information resources and facilities for all
employees.
Preparatory work for a planned upgrade to the
agency’s phone system was also undertaken
during 2009–10.

Records management

Procurement

Records management services continued to
be provided by the Department of the Prime
Minister and Cabinet under a memorandum of
understanding, and an outposted departmental
staff member worked on site part time.
Development of the agency’s first records authority
was undertaken during the year; the authority is
expected to be formally approved by the National
Archives of Australia in early 2010–11.

While the agency has a dedicated procurement
officer to coordinate and advise on procurement,
it operates a devolved framework that places
responsibility for procurement activity with line
area managers.

Asset management
The agency continued to apply best practice
asset management principles to its facilities and
associated assets. Issues that could affect energy
consumption, waste, recycling and climate change
are also considered when planning, acquiring,
operating and disposing of assets.
Two plans ensure that the management of assets
forms part of the agency’s integrated planning and
management framework:
•

the Asset Management Administrative
Procedure, which is used to manage an annual
stocktake of assets

•

the Heritage Management Plan, which is used
to manage the heritage assets of the building
and the agency’s heritage collection of furniture
and fittings.

Condition assessment and strategic life-cycle
planning are used to develop asset replacement
plans for key assets. The Life Cycle Cost Plan
guides activity for the conservation, refurbishment
and cyclical works required to maintain the building
over the next 15 years. Such plans are critical tools
in implementing the agency’s annual Business Plan
and developing its budget. They are also integral to
long-term planning and management to maximise
the facilities’ capability and useful life.
Major asset development projects undertaken
during the year are described in the report on
performance for Program 1.1.

All procurement and purchasing activities were
conducted in accordance with the Commonwealth
Procurement Guidelines 2008 and their principles,
such as value for money and encouraging
competition; the Chief Executive’s Instructions;
and the agency’s administrative procedures and
accounting policies. All of these were available
to staff online or in hard copy from the Finance
Section.
Consultants are engaged when necessary expertise
is unavailable within the agency, or when required
specialised skills are not available without diverting
resources from higher priority tasks. In accordance
with the Commonwealth Procurement Guidelines
2008 consultants were selected by open tender,
panel arrangements or select tendering.
The main areas in which consultants were
engaged were heritage work, and exhibition and
interpretation content development.
During 2009–10, 17 new consultancy contracts
involving total actual expenditure of $189,866
(inclusive of GST) were entered into. No consultancy
contracts from 2008–09 were active during 2009–10.
Details of consultancies over $10,000
(GST inclusive) are in Appendix J (page 152).
Annual reports contain information about actual
expenditure on contracts for consultancies.
Information on the value of contracts and
consultancies is available on the AusTender
website, www.tenders.gov.au.
The agency’s standard contract templates include
an Australian National Audit Office access clause.
All contracts signed during the reporting period
for $100,000 or more (GST inclusive) provided for
the Auditor-General to access the contractors’
premises.
No contract for $10,000 or more (GST inclusive)
was exempted by the Chief Finance Officer from
publication on AusTender.
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Figure 7 Expenses, 2009–10
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A detailed agency resource statement and
a summary of resources by outcome are in
Appendix I (page 150).

How the agency is funded
Parliament, via the Appropriation Acts, provides
Old Parliament House with two types of funding:
departmental and administered.
Departmental resources are used to deliver the
objectives of conserving Old Parliament House
as a significant national heritage site and
delivering the Museum of Australian Democracy
at Old Parliament House.
The agency also administers revenues and
payments on behalf of the government, which
controls how they are used and requires the agency
to account for them separately. The payments
relate to the capital works on the heritage building
and the development of the exhibitions for the
Museum of Australian Democracy.
Outputs and administered items for 2008–09 and
2009–10 are in the formal financial statements.
A shaded background indicates that information
relates to an administered resource.

How performance
is measured
The agency publishes detailed financial forecasts
during the year as part of the Budget Papers for the
Prime Minister and Cabinet portfolio. Key reference
points include the:
•

Portfolio Budget Statements, released on
budget night

•

Portfolio Additional Estimates Statements.

The agency’s overall focus is on providing accurate
estimates and achieving a balanced financial
outcome.

Key results in 2009–10

3,000

In 2009–10:
•

an operating surplus of $0.127 million was
achieved, which compares favourably to the
budgeted deficit of $0.390 million

•

net equity increased by $0.443 million due
to the surplus of $0.127 million; an equity
injection of $0.259 million for capital projects;
and a $0.057 million transfer of funds from
the Department of the Environment, Water,
Heritage and the Arts for unfunded leave
liabilities assumed by the agency when it
ceased to be part of that department on
1 July 2008.

The agency’s 2009–10 financial statements received
an unqualified audit report from the Australian
National Audit Office, with only one Category C
finding for a procedural issue in human resources.

Departmental finances
In revenue, the agency originally expected
appropriations of $14.263 million. This was reduced
to $13.823 million following a return of prior-year
funds to the Official Public Account as required
by the government’s Operation Sunlight initiative.
The agency had access to an approved loss of
$0.390 million to reflect this reduction. In addition,
own-source income was generated as the agency
recognised other gains, for audit services received
free of charge of $0.044 million and service income
of $0.017 million.
Expenses equated to $13.757 million, which
resulted in the surplus of $0.127 million. Total
expenses were 4 per cent under budget, mainly
due to employee expenses that were not incurred
because of delays in recruiting staff to complete
the new structure after the opening of the
museum, and lower than anticipated expenses for
information technology. This was partly offset by
above-budget depreciation expenses. See Figure 7.

2,000
1,000
0
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Suppliers

Depreciation & Amortisation
Actual

Budget

The agency received $0.259 million for capital
expenses and had carried over funds of $0.272
million relating to the establishment of Old
Parliament House as an Executive Agency. The
cash utilised for capital works in 2009–10 equated
to $0.386 million. A delay in a planned telephone
upgrade until August 2010 was the primary reason
for the under-spend.

Administered finances

Departmental cash and receivables at 30 June 2010
equated to $3.704 million, which is adequate to
cover liabilities of $2.207 million.

The agency received a net $3.083 million in funding
after returning prior-year funds of $3.131 million
to the Official Public Account as part of Operation
Sunlight. These funds were received to complete
the museum exhibitions from the prior year and
undertake heritage and building capital projects.

The agency budget for income equated to
$1.339 million and depreciation expenses were
$3.597 million. Actual administered revenue
equated to $1.356 million which was $0.017 million
above the budget, primarily due to higher visitor
numbers. Expenses were $0.062 million above
budget, which is within 1 per cent of the budget.

The agency’s non-financial assets are primarily the
heritage building and furniture collection, and the
exhibition assets of the museum.
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Financial statements and
supporting notes for the
year ended 30 June 2010
Include sections covering;
•

Independent auditor’s report (ANAO)

•

Statement by the Director and Chief Financial Officer

•

Financial statements
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Museum of Australian Democracy at Old Parliament House
Physical address

Old Parliament House
18 King George Terrace
PARKES ACT 2600

Mailing address

Old Parliament House
PO Box 7088
CANBERRA BC ACT 2610

General enquiries
Contact

Reception staff

Phone

(02) 6270 8222

Fax

(02) 6270 8111

Email

info@moadoph.gov.au

Website

moadoph.gov.au

Australian Prime Ministers Centre
Contact

Reference staff

Phone

(02) 6270 8270

Email

apmc@moadoph.gov.au

School programs
Contact

Bookings Officer

Phone

(02) 6270 8282

Email

bookings@moadoph.gov.au

Appendix B :

Advisory Council
137

At 30 June 2010, the Old Parliament House Advisory
Council had seven members (as shown in Table 11)
and three vacancies for members. Mr Peter Rush of
the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet
was an official observer of the council.
Table 11 Old Parliament House Advisory Council members, 30 June 2010
Role

Name

Background

Current term

Chair

Mr William McInnes

Writer and actor

16 February 2009 to 15 February 2012

Deputy Chair

The Hon Susan Ryan

Former senator and minister

16 May 2008 to 15 May 2011

Member

The Hon Paul Calvert

Former President of the Senate

16 May 2008 to 15 May 2011

Member

Dr Dawn Casey

Director, Powerhouse Museum

26 October 2009 to 25 October 2012

Member

Prof Kate Darian-Smith

Academic

26 October 2009 to 25 October 2012

Member

Dr Jane Lennon

Heritage expert

24 July 2007 to 23 July 2010

Member

Mr Geoff Pryor

Cartoonist and artist

24 July 2007 to 23 July 2010

The terms of the following former members ended
during the year:
•

Mr Fred Brenchley, journalist and author,
17 August 2009 (reappointed) to 29 August 2009
(deceased)

•

Dr John Byron, academic, 26 June 2008 to
16 April 2010 (resigned).
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The Charter of Operations, which sets out the
agency’s obligations and services to the public, is
reviewed annually. Table 12 describes performance
against the standards set out in the charter for
2009–10.

Old Parliament House is a national cultural icon
on the National Heritage List and Commonwealth
Heritage List. All refurbishment, conservation and
preservation actions are carried out in accordance
with our Heritage Management Plan, pursuant
to the Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act).

Table 12 Summary of performance against the Charter of Operations, 2009–10
Standard

Performance

Table 12 Summary of performance against the Charter of Operations, 2009–10 (continued)
Standard

We will continue to work collaboratively with the other national collecting institutions to explore operational
efficiencies through shared services by:
•

working through the heads of cultural institutions and
various APMC-related forums to continue to implement
a strategic approach to common collection policy and
operational issues

•

working with the Corporate Management Forum of
the Commonwealth Cultural, Collecting and Exhibiting
Agencies to explore and implement opportunities for
ongoing cooperation between member agencies in
areas of common interest, such as corporate services

•

working with the Commonwealth Collecting Institutions
Public Program Working Group to explore issues
and opportunities that will inform and enhance
current program development and delivery and avoid
duplication.

We are committed to providing a high-quality visitor experience on site, online and through outreach, by:
•

•

•

deepening understanding of Australia’s past, present
and future democracy through public and scholarly
activities

This was achieved as part of the continuing development
and growth of the Museum of Australian Democracy through
such activities as long-term exhibitions and the Australian
Prime Ministers Centre (APMC) scholarship program.

providing relevant, effective and engaging exhibitions,
tours, public programs and events, interpretation and
education programs

This was achieved as part of the continuing development
and growth of the Museum of Australian Democracy
through such activities as the program of temporary and
long-term exhibitions, associated events and activities,
and installations such as the decision theatres.

managing, conserving, interpreting, and presenting the
heritage building and its collections for visitors.

This was achieved as part of the continuing development
and growth of the Museum of Australian Democracy,
through such activities as new tours, interpretation of the
site for visitors and ongoing conservation programs

We will provide national leadership within the broader collections sector by continuing to:
•

•

extend our profile and partnerships with other cultural
institutions so that collaborative projects that increase
knowledge about the past, present and future of
democracy can be presented to the public

This was achieved as part of the continuing development
and growth of Museum of Australian Democracy activities,
with new collaborative ventures entered into.

develop complementary collecting arrangements with
other key institutions

The agency has clearly defined guidelines for the
development of its own collection, which ensure that its
areas of interest do not unnecessarily duplicate those of
other institutions.

•

develop key linkages with academia, libraries, research
institutions and other bodies with similar interests in
democracy

This was achieved as part of the continuing development
and growth of the Museum of Australian Democracy.

•

exchange information on the operational implications
of implementing heritage management plans with
other collecting institutions which have EPBC Act
requirements and responsibilities.

This was achieved through a program of collaborative
research programs and conferences.

Performance

The agency was an active participant in the discussions
and activities of all of these cooperative bodies.

We will jointly agree on the parameters of our collecting with other national collecting institutions and avoid
overlap by:
•

having a clearly defined and understood collection
development policy

•

working with other cultural institutions through such
avenues as heads of cultural institutions and APMCrelated forums to develop a strategic approach to
common collection acquisition issues and to avoid
areas of potential duplication.

The Collection Management Policy is clearly defined
and well understood. The agency actively participated in
consultative discussions on acquisition issues.

We will develop frameworks and strategies in conjunction with other national collecting institutions around
common areas of collection management by:
•

developing, maintaining and providing access to its
collection

•

working through established networks and working
groups covering registration, conservation, security
and facilities management to develop, implement
and promote strategies that improve the safe and
appropriate care of the collection.

The agency maintained an active program of collaborative,
in-house and travelling exhibitions.

We will continue to develop and provide education and learning programs through a range of initiatives, including:
•

providing high-quality, curriculum-based education
programs as one of the mandatory destinations
for schools/organisations wishing to access the
Parliamentary and Civics Educational Rebate (PACER)

•

developing self-guiding and online education programs
for both school students and lifelong learners as part of
the major redevelopment initiatives.

The agency continued to provide a range of education
programs for students, including those from schools visiting
Canberra under the PACER scheme, and continued
to develop and implement new self-guiding and online
education programs as part of the Museum of Australian
Democracy initiatives.
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Performance

We will undertake activities that will develop stronger links with the broader creative sector and assist it to develop
and grow by:

140

•

delivering the APMC’s Fellowships and Summer
Scholarships program. This enables both leading
and developing scholars to research and source the
collections and programs of many of the national
collecting institutions.

Holders of 2008–09 fellowships and scholarships completed
their associated activities, and recipients of 2009–10
fellowships and scholarships were chosen and announced.
All had commenced and completed their projects by
30 June 2010.

EPBC Act = Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999
Table 13 describes performance against the
standards set out in the agency’s Service Charter,
which was implemented in 2009–10 and will be
updated annually.
Table 13 Summary of performance against the Service Charter, 2009–10
Standard

Australian Prime Ministers Centre
research activities
Fellow

Project outline

Dr Norman Abjorensen

‘The Strange Political Death of Alfred Deakin’

Researcher, Crawford School of
Economics & Government, ANU

Dr Abjorensen took a revisionist approach to Deakin which sought to explain the
collapse of his social liberal constituency in the first decade of federation. The
project was loosely based on George Dangerfield’s work The Strange Death of
Liberal England and will result in the publication of a book in December 2010.

Dr Anna Cole

‘Dancing with the Prime Minister’

Senior Visiting Research Fellow,
Anthropology Department, University
of London

Dr Cole researched John Gorton’s involvement in the first national Aboriginal
debutante ball. Dr Cole explored the relationship between Gorton’s nationalism
and the symbolic aspects of Indigenous cultural politics at the time. The outcome
was a half-hour documentary film, co-supported by the Australian Broadcasting
Corporation (ABC) and the Australian Film Commission, to be aired on ABC
television in August 2010. The film will be available via the ABC’s website at
www.abc.net.au/tv/messagestick/stories/ with additional content developed
specifically for an Indigenous youth audience. Dr Cole will also prepare a
refereed article.

Dr Jacqueline Dickenson

‘Prime Ministers and Government Accountability’

Australian Research Council
Postdoctoral Research Fellow,
University of Melbourne

Through this project, Dr Dickenson aimed to raise awareness of the
achievements of former prime ministers Whitlam and Fraser in promoting
government accountability. The study started with their support for the
establishment of a Commonwealth Ombudsman in the late 1960s. The research
formed the basis for a chapter in a forthcoming publication, as well as a
newspaper article.

Dr Lindy Edwards

‘The Ideologies of William Hughes, Alfred Deakin and George Reid’

Australian Research Council
Postdoctoral Fellow, Political Science
Program, Australian National University

Dr Edwards looked at the role of ideologies in shaping the policies commonly
known as ‘the Australian Settlement’, with a particular focus on the worldviews of
Deakin, Reid and Hughes. The research will be published as a section in a book
on Australian ideological experiments, in the applicant’s fortnightly column in
The Age newspaper and as a number of academic articles.

Dr John Hirst

‘Was Curtin the best Prime Minister?’

Emeritus Scholar, La Trobe University

Dr Hirst undertook a reassessment of Curtin’s record as prime minister to
determine whether he was, as he is often judged, the best prime minister. The
project established criteria for success in the office and compared him to other
claimants to the label. Research outcomes will be published in Looking for
Australia: Historical Essays, in August 2010.

Performance

Services offered: We provide:
•

a range of long-term and temporary exhibitions and
interpretive installations

Standard met as part of the agency’s operations, as outlined
in the report on exhibitions.

•

a variety of tours for the visiting public

Standard met as part of the agency’s operations as outlined
in the report on visitor activities.

•

a range of education programs, other public programs
and research services

Standard met as part of the agency’s operations, as
outlined in the report on education services and activities.

•

high-quality catering, function, meeting and shop
facilities for our clientele through contracted service
providers

Standard met as required in the terms of the agency’s
contracts with service providers.

•

a clean and safe environment and access for those
with disabilities.

Standard met as part of the agency’s operations. Measures
in place include continued provision of Braille signage and
introduction of a ‘hearing loop’ in the Members Dining Room area.

Our Code of Conduct: We are committed to the Australian Public Service (APS) Values and Code of Conduct and
you can expect that our staff will:
•
•
•
•
•

behave courteously and with integrity
act with care and diligence
comply with all applicable Australian laws
use Commonwealth resources in a proper manner
provide professional and consistent advice, information
and standards of service

Staff met these standards. Managerial and visitor feedback
was positive.

Feedback: We welcome views and comments on such matters as:
•
•
•
•
•

how you enjoyed your visit
what benefit you feel you may have gained from visiting
what you did and didn’t like
where you heard about us
how we might improve our visitors’ experience

Visitor feedback and surveying indicated good levels
of customer satisfaction.
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Fellow

Project outline

Dr Evan Smith

‘The “Decade of Dissent” in Australian Parliamentary Discourses, 1975–2007’

Teaching Assistant, Department of
History, Flinders University

Dr Smith examined how prime ministers and their respective governments in
the period from 1975 to 2007 viewed the political and social upheaval of the
late 1960s and early 1970s in Australia. He also analysed how the events of the
‘decade of dissent’ from 1965 to 1975 have affected federal government political
decision making in the past 30 years. Dr Smith has submitted his paper to the
2010 Australian Political Studies Association conference.

Professor John Warhurst

‘The Faith of our Prime Ministers’

Adjunct Professor, School of Social
Sciences, Australian National
University, and School of Political
and International Studies, Flinders
University

Professor Warhurst examined the place of religious belief in prime ministers’
public and political lives, including their public policies. He will present the
findings of his research through a paper at the Melbourne College of Divinity
Centenary Conference; the 2010 Australian Political Studies Association
conference; and the St Thomas More’s Forum in November 2010.

Dr Auriol Weigold

‘Menzies and Nehru: A long shadow’

Visiting Fellow, Faculty of Arts and
Design, University of Canberra

Dr Weigold examined the reasons for the failure of Menzies and Nehru to form
a constructive relationship during their shared years as prime ministers. The
research also looked at Menzies’ failure to engage with India within the context
of his concerns with Cold War alignments and regional alliances. Menzies’
relationship with Casey as his Minister for External Affairs, and as a supporter
of Nehru and regional relationships, was also examined. Dr Weigold presented
the findings of her research at an Indian Association for the Study of Australia
conference in January 2010 and will give a paper focusing on different aspects
of her research at an Asian Studies Association of Australia conference in July
2010. Dr Weigold also intends to publish her paper in a suitable journal.

Staffing

Table 14 Staff members, by classification, gender and employment status, 30 June 2010
Casual

APS L3

Female

Male

Casual
total

6

3

9

Full-time
Female

Male

2

2

Research project

Miss Hannah Martin

‘Gough Whitlam and the Australian Constitution’

Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor
of Laws, University of Sydney

Miss Martin’s project traces the evolution and manifestation of former
Prime Minister Whitlam’s views on Australian parliamentary democracy through
the referendums for which he campaigned. She has prepared an academic paper
for publication.

Miss Nicole Berry

‘Behind Policy Lines: The Development of Australia’s Restricted Immigration Policy,
1949–1972’

PhD candidate, University of Adelaide

Councillor Charlotte Baines,
PhD candidate, Monash University

Miss Berry’s project studies the shift in Australia’s restricted immigration policy
from 1949 to 1972 under successive Liberal governments, arguing that this shift
contributed to the decline of the White Australia policy. This research will result in
an academic paper for publication.
‘God under Rudd: An Examination of the Religion and State Relationship under the
First Two Years of the Rudd Government’
Councillor Baines’ thesis examines the process of engagement between religious
leaders and federal politicians under the first two years of the Rudd government.
Her research into parliamentary speeches and committee reports complements
interviews with Australia’s leading religious leaders and federal politicians.
Councillor Baines has been asked to speak on her topic at two conferences
in the United States in the second half of 2010.

Part-time

Parttime
total

Total
31

Female

Male

4

15

3

18

2

1

3

APS L4

4

4

8

10

5

15

APS L6

7

4

11

EL 1

8

4

12

11
15

1
2

1

12

2

14

PAO G3

1

EL 2

4

3

7

7

SES B1

1

1

2

2

23

61

Director

Scholar

Fulltime
total

APS L5

Total

Summer Scholars

143

This section provides statistics on staffing, including
numbers, gender, locations and salaries, as
stipulated in the Requirements for annual reports
for departments, executive agencies and FMA Act
bodies. All staff were employed in the Australian
Capital Territory.

1

1
6

3

9

38

1

1

1
19

5

24

APS L = Australian Public Service level; EL = Executive level;
PAO G = Public Affairs Officer grade; SES B = Senior Executive Service band
Table 15 Full-time equivalent staff members, 30 June 2010
Female

Male

Total

APS L3

11.84

4.06

15.90

APS L4

5.60

4.60

10.20

APS L5

10.00

5.00

15.00

APS L6

7.00

4.72

11.72

EL 1

9.00

4.00

13.00

PAO G3

1.00

EL 2

4.00

3.00

7.00

SES B1

1.00

1.00

2.00

26.38

76.82

Director

1.00

Total

50.44

1.00

1.00

APS L = Australian Public Service level; EL = Executive level;
PAO G = Public Affairs Officer grade; SES B = Senior Executive Service band
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Table 16 Terms and conditions of staff members, 30 June 2010
Agency head
APS L3

144

Enterprise
agreement

s. 24(1)
determination

Acting as
Deputy Director

Grand total

31

APS L4

11

11

APS L5

15

15

APS L6

12

12
14

EL 1

14

PAO G3

1

EL 2

6

1
1

7

2

SES B1
Director

1

Total

1

2
1

90

Freedom of information

31

2

1

94

APS L = Australian Public Service level; EL = Executive level;
PAO = Public Affairs Officer grade; SES B = Senior Executive Service band

Section 8 of the Freedom of Information Act 1982
(FOI Act) requires each Australian Government
agency to publish detailed information about
the way it is organised, its powers, the kinds of
decisions it makes, the documents it holds, the
way members of the public can obtain access to
those documents, and any arrangements for public
involvement in the work of the agency.

Facilities for access

Information about the agency

Procedures and contact details

Relevant information regarding Old Parliament
House’s functions, organisation and operations is
contained in the Overview section of the annual
report (page 6).

Powers
Table 17 Salary ranges available under the enterprise agreement and s. 24(1) determinations, 30 June 2010
Level

Minimum ($)

Maximum ($)

APS L1

37,577

42,222

APS L2

44,755

47,440

APS L3

49,027

53,570

APS L4

55,182

59,524

APS L5

60,298

63,967

APS L6

65,888

75,863

EL 1

81,033

91,863

PAO G3

84,964

106,081

EL 2

102,991

121,000

SES B1

152,787

158,252

The agency makes decisions that affect members
of the public. Those decisions are made having
regard to the Heritage Management Plan 2008–13
and the Collection Management Policy.

Categories of documents
The agency holds a large range of documents in the
following categories:
•

•

APS L = Australian Public Service level; EL = Executive level;
PAO = Public Affairs Officer grade; SES B = Senior Executive Service band
Note: This table does not include the position of Director, whose remuneration is determined
by the minister with advice from the Remuneration Tribunal.

general policy—administrative files,
consultants’ reports, memorandums of
understanding, agreements, submissions,
guidelines for programs, financial records,
staffing records, Chief Executive’s Instructions,
and tender evaluations and contracts
specific—Advisory Council records; documents
relating to the Australian Prime Ministers
Centre research and scholarship program; and
documents relating to the development and
maintenance of exhibitions, visitor programs,
collection development and maintenance,
interpretation of the site and conservation and
maintenance of the building and its heritage
values

•

parliamentary—briefing documents, ministerial
submissions, policy advice and ministerial
correspondence

•

public—promotional and visitor information
on the Museum of Australian Democracy and
its programs.

No formal arrangements exist for physical access
to documents other than the promotional materials
that are made available on the premises.
A number of promotional documents and planning
documents, such as the Corporate Plan and
Heritage Management Plan, are made available for
electronic access through the agency’s website.

Members of the public seeking access to
documents under the FOI Act should make a
request in writing to the agency. Requests should
include contact details and an Australian address
to which notifications can be posted, and should
be addressed to:
Freedom of Information Contact Officer
Old Parliament House
PO Box 7088
CANBERRA BC ACT 2610
Phone: (02) 6270 8171
Fax: (02) 6270 8235
Email: foi@moadoph.gov.au
Initial fees apply for lodging FOI applications,
and charges may apply for costs associated with
processing applications.
Information about facilities for people with
disabilities can be obtained from the FOI Contact
Officer.
Decisions on whether original documents or copies
will be made available will be made in consultation
with the applicant.

Arrangements for outside
participation
The Old Parliament House Advisory Council’s advice
is sought in the development and implementation of
a wide range of policies and proposals.
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The Heritage Management Plan requires
management to maintain ongoing consultation
with community and government bodies regarding
any proposed actions that would affect the site’s
heritage values.

146

The agency also liaises with relevant groups and
organisations on key common issues, policies and
programs as appropriate. In particular:
•

a wide range of relevant organisations are
represented on the Round Table of Prime
Ministerial Research and Collecting Agencies

•

relevant professional organisations and
collecting agencies make up the selection
panel for Australian Prime Ministers Centre
fellowships and summer scholarships

•

an Expert Reference Panel was established
during 2009–10 to assist in the future
development of the Museum of Australian
Democracy and the Australian Prime Ministers
Centre. The first meeting of a working group
drawing on members of the panel took place
in May 2010, to advise on the development of
an online version of the Australian Democracy
exhibition timeline.

Visitors are also encouraged to provide feedback
on their experiences, and their comments are taken
into account in planning and developing programs.
This includes a provision for online feedback, via
the agency website, at moadoph.gov.au/about.

Applications received in
2009–10
The agency did not receive any applications under
the FOI Act, or any requests for review by the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal, during 2009–10.

Appendix G :

Occupational health
and safety
147
This appendix addresses the annual reporting
requirements set out for Australian Government
agencies in s. 74 of the Occupational Health and
Safety Act 1991 (OH&S Act).

Incidents and investigations

Arrangements

No investigations were carried out or notices given
under ss. 29, 46 and 47 of the OH&S Act.

The agency’s management of health and safety
issues continued to operate during the year in
accordance with the OH&S Act and in consultation
with all employees, with an active OH&S Policy
and appointed health and safety workplace
representatives.
The agency’s OH&S Committee met four times in
2009–10. The committee reports regularly to the
Executive Management Group and to all staff, and
publishes meeting minutes on the staff intranet.
Vacancies for health and safety representatives
were filled in accordance with the OH&S Act.

Measures
The agency continued to promote a supportive
working environment by providing staff access to
the Employee Assistance Program. All employees
and volunteers were offered free influenza
vaccinations: 56 employees and volunteers chose
to receive the vaccination. Three employees
accepted the offer of workstation assessments.
Training was provided for health and safety
representatives, first aid officers, fire wardens
and harassment contact officers. Strategies
and training to enhance workplace safety were
implemented.
It is likely that the absence of compensation claims
from staff in 2009–10 was an outcome of these
measures.

One accident was reported to Comcare, and none to
Comcover, under s. 68 of the OH&S Act.
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Ecologically sustainable
development

Table 18 Environmental measures in place, 2009–10
Category

Measures

Energy
efficiency

The Facilities Section is responsible for building management and ensures that building operations are
effectively managed to gain maximum operational energy performance and meet the Australian Government’s
energy intensity targets set out in the 2006 Energy Efficiency in Government Operations Policy. The Facilities
Section is also responsible for building development and for ensuring that all major refurbishments of Old
Parliament House meet the minimum energy performance standard set out in the policy.

148
This appendix addresses the annual reporting
requirements contained in s. 516A of the
Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act). The EPBC
Act identifies five core principles of ecologically
sustainable development (ESD):
•

decision-making processes should effectively
integrate both long-term and short-term
economic, environmental, social and equitable
considerations

•

lack of full scientific certainty should not be
used as a reason for postponing measures to
prevent environmental degradation

•

the present generation should ensure that
the health, diversity and productivity of the
environment are maintained or enhanced for
the benefit of future generations

•

the conservation of biological diversity and
ecological integrity should be a fundamental
consideration in decision making

•

improved valuation, pricing and incentive
mechanisms should be promoted.

Old Parliament House’s outcome and programs
contribute to ESD both by conserving and
maintaining unique heritage assets for future
generations and by promoting awareness of the
economic, environmental, social and equitable
considerations that have shaped decision making
and development in Australia.

The purchase of energy-efficient appliances and office equipment, such as computers, refrigerators and
photocopiers, continued to play an important role in achieving a 4.5-star NABERS (National Australian Built
Environment Rating System) Energy for Offices rating for office light and power. To maximise energy efficiency,
the following principles are applied:
• where practical, purchase equipment that has an Energy Star standard of 4 stars or better
• use energy management options that enable office equipment to power down when not in use
• energy-intensive or unapproved electrical items are not allowed for personal use
• personal computers and monitors shut down at the end of each day and in extended non-use periods
• recycled-paper toilet paper is used.

The agency’s heritage management framework,
including the Heritage Management Plan and the
Heritage Actions Committee, ensures that the
principles of ESD are considered when the agency
makes decisions that may affect the heritage
values and environment of the building and its
surroundings.
In 2009–10, the agency continued to develop its
Environmental Policy, which is now finalised
and adopted. The principles of the policy assist
environmental performance and contribute to
minimising adverse environmental impacts,
while still meeting heritage responsibilities. This
is the first step in establishing an environmental
management system which will align the agency’s
policies and practices with the international
standard ISO 14001.
Table 18 lists measures carried out in 2009–10 to
minimise the impact of the agency’s activities on
the environment.

Other energy-saving measures include:
• switching off non-essential lights at appropriate times or when not in use
• use of curtains or blinds at appropriate times to maximise the effectiveness and efficiency
of air conditioning and heating systems.
Water
conservation

Water-saving devices continued to be used in the building’s showers and hand basins, and:
• water conservation measures were introduced where possible, having regard
to heritage responsibilities
• local government water restriction policies and plans were complied with.
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Agency and outcome resources
150

Table 19 Agency resource statement, 2009–10
Actual available
appropriation
for 2009–10
$’000

Payments made
2009–10
$’000

Balance remaining
2009–10
$’000

2,283

2,283

-

13,823
244
49
16,399

10,733
244
12
13,272

3,090
37
3,127

Ordinary Annual Services
Prior-year departmental
appropriation1
Departmental appropriation2
s.31 receipts3
s.32 transfer4
Total
Administered expenses
Administered appropriation
Total
Total ordinary annual services

A

Administered collection
development budget8
Total

Total net resourcing
and payments for OPH

1,727
1,727

18,399

14,999

259
272
531

Administered non-operating
Prior-year appropriation6
Administered appropriation7

Total other services

2,000
2,000

Expenses and Resources for Outcome 1
Outcome 1: An enhanced appreciation and
understanding of the political and social heritage
of Australia for members of the public, through
activities including the conservation and upkeep
of, and the provision of access to, Old Parliament
House and the development of its collections,
exhibitions and educational programs.

B

168
49
217

Administered expenses
Ordinary Annual Services (Appropriation Bill No. 1)
Departmental expenses
Ordinary annual services (Appropriation Bill No. 1)
Expenses not requiring appropriation
in the Budget year

1,646
75

988
-

154

67

1,875

1,055

2,406

1,272

20,805

16,271

91
223
314

1 Prior year appropriations in the Portfolio Budget Statements of $2.555 million are split between Ordinary Annual Services and Departmental non-operating above.
Ordinary Annual Services are represented by Appropriation Bill (No. 1) 2004–05, 2005–06 and 2008–09 and Appropriation Bill (No. 3) 2008–09 and Section 31 2008–09.
Departmental non-operating are represented by Appropriation Bill (No. 2) and Appropriation Bill (No. 4) 2008–09.
2 Appropriation Bill (No. 1) 2009–10.
3 Section 31 Receipts 2009–10.
4 Section 32 transfer from the Department of the Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts to complete leave liability finalisation from the agency set-up on 1 July 2008.
5 Appropriation Bill (No. 2) 2009–10.
6 Appropriation Bill (No. 2) 2008–09.
7 Section 32 transfer from the Department of the Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts to complete the equity finalisation from the agency set-up on 1 July 2008.
8 Appropriation Bill (No. 2) 2009–10 for the heritage collection development.

Budget*

Actual

Variation

2009–10
$’000

2009–10
$’000

2009–10
$’000

2,186

2,183

3

6,497

6,094

403

207

0

207

8,890

8,277

613

1,411

1,446

(35)

7,326

7,662

(336)

233

0

233

8,970

9,108

(138)

3,597

3,629

(32)

13,823

13,756

67

440

0

440

17,860
2008–09
78

17,385
2009–10
74

475

Program 1.1: Conserve and maintain Old Parliament House

Total for Program 1.1

Departmental non-operating
Equity injections5
Previous years' programs1
Total

151

Table 20 Resources by outcome, 2009–10

Program 1.2: Develop and present Old Parliament House as a major museum
of political, parliamentary and social history.
Administered expenses
Ordinary Annual Services (Appropriation Bill No. 1)
Departmental expenses
Ordinary annual services (Appropriation Bill No. 1)
Expenses not requiring appropriation
in the Budget year
Total for Program 1.2
Outcome 1 Totals by appropriation type
Administered expenses
Ordinary Annual Services (Appropriation Bill No. 1)
Departmental expenses
Ordinary annual services (Appropriation Bill No. 1)
Expenses not requiring appropriation
in the Budget year
Total expenses for Outcome 1
Average Staffing Level (number)
* Full year budget, including any subsequent adjustment made to the 2009–10 Budget.
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Appendix K:

This section provides statistics on grant
programs and consultancies, as stipulated in the
Requirements for annual reports for departments,
executive agencies and FMA Act bodies.

This appendix addresses the annual reporting
requirements contained in s. 311A of the
Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918.

Grant programs and
consultancy services
152

Advertising and
market research
153

Grant programs

The total payment by Old Parliament House to
advertising and market research organisations in
2009–10 was $600,517, and comprised payments to:

Old Parliament House managed no grant
programs, and so made no grants, in 2009–10.

•

advertising agencies

•

market research organisations

•

public relations agencies

Consultancy services

•

media advertising organisations.

Table 21 provides details of all consultancy
contracts let by the agency in 2009–10 to the
value of $10,000 or more (inclusive of GST).

Table 22 lists the individual payments of more than
$11,200 made in 2009–10 (including GST).
Table 22 Payments of more than $11,200 for advertising and market research, 2009–10

Table 21 Consultancy contracts let to the value of $10,000 or more, 2009–10
Consultancy name

Name

Description

Contract price ($)

Selection processa

Justification

Hydraulic survey and
documentation of front
of house

49,280.00

Panel

Need for specialist
or professional skills

Closed circuit TV
camera investigation
of drain(for damage,
blockage, etc)
and clean

41,651.50

Eric Martin

Services for disabled
access and rear
verandah refurbishment

16,750.00

Panel

Need for specialist
or professional skills

Benmax

Removal of redundant
chillers and associated
plant

55,730.40

Open tender

Need for specialist
or professional skills

Asbestos management
plan revision

13,651.00

Direct source

Need for specialist
or professional skills

Sanitary drainage
relining

171,532.90

Panel

Need for specialist
or professional skills

THCS

THCS

Robson Laboratories
THCS
Total

Panel

Need for specialist
or professional skills

Amount
(GST inclusive)

Media agency

Booking media placement for annual television
and billboard branding campaigns

$94,525

Adcorp

Media agency

Booking media placement for non-advertising
campaign

$86,601

Graphic design services

$67,900

Development of national public relations
campaign

$108,444

ZOO

Advertising agency
Public relations
agency

Amplify Innovation

Advertising agency

Digital marketing services

$14,300

DraftFCB

Advertising agency

Development of digital marketing campaign

$16,500

Market research
agency

Conducting focus groups to test advertising
campaign concepts

$21,890

Colmar Brunton

a Selection processes as described in the Commonwealth Procurement Guidelines (2008).

Purpose

Universal McCann

Porter Novelli

348,595.80

Type of organisation

Media Monitors
DBM

Media agency
Market research
agency

Media monitoring services

$11,218

Conducting whole-of-museum research,
including general awareness, exit survey,
guided tours and new experiences evaluation

$99,275

During 2009–10, the agency conducted no
advertising campaigns within the definitions of
the Guidelines on Information and Advertising
Campaigns by Australian Government Departments
and Agencies. All advertising was for non–
campaign purposes, primarily to publicise the
agency’s exhibitions, public programs and other
visitor services.
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Glossary and abbreviations list
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List of requirements

ABC

Australian Broadcasting Corporation

Requirement

ANAO

Australian National Audit Office

General details

ANU

Australian National University

Letter of transmittal

APS

Australian Public Service

Table of contents

v–vii

APMC

Australian Prime Ministers Centre

Index

160

DEWHA

Department of the Environment, Water,
Heritage and the Arts

Glossary

156

Contact officer(s)

136

EPBC Act

Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999

Internet home page address and internet address for report

Location
iii

ii

Section 1: Director's review

ESD

ecologically sustainable development

Summary of significant issues and developments

2

FMA Act

Financial Management and Accountability Act 1997

Overview of agency's performance and financial results

2

FOI Act

Freedom of Information Act 1982

Outlook for following year

3

GST

goods and services tax

HIMP

Heritage Impact Management Program

Overview description of the agency

ICT

information and communications technology

Role and functions

MoAD

Museum of Australian Democracy

Organisational structure

NAA

National Archives of Australia

OH&S Act

Occupational Health and Safety Act 1991

OPH

Old Parliament House

PAES

Portfolio Additional Estimates Statements

PBS

Portfolio Budget Statements

Review of performance during the year in relation to programs and contribution to outcomes

12–50

Public
Service Act

Public Service Act 1999

Actual performance in relation to deliverables set out in PBS/PAES or other portfolio statements

13, 20

RFID

radio frequency identification

Section 2: Overview
6–9
6
8–9

Outcome and program structure

12

Variations to outcome and program structures set out in PBS/PAES or other portfolio statements and
reasons for change

12

Portfolio structure

n/a

Section 3: Report on performance

Performance of purchaser–provider arrangements
Where performance targets differ from the PBS/PAES, details of both former and new targets
Narrative discussion and analysis of performance
Trend information

8
None to report
12–50
21–22, 30

Significant changes in nature of principal functions/services

None to report

Factors, events or trends influencing performance

None to report

Contribution of risk management in achieving objectives
Social justice and equity impacts
Performance against service charter customer service standards, complaints data, and the agency’s
response to complaints
Discussion and analysis of the department’s financial performance
Discussion of any significant changes from the prior year or from budget

n/a
61–62
138–140
66–67
n/a
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Agency resource statement and summary resource tables by outcomes
Developments since the end of the financial year that have affected or may significantly affect the
agency's operations or financial results in future

150–151
n/a

Report on performance in implementing Commonwealth Disability Strategy

Section 4: Management and accountability

158

Section 5: Financial statements

Corporate governance
Statement of the main corporate governance practices in place
Names of the senior executive and their responsibilities

52–57
9

Senior management committees and their roles

53–55

Corporate and operational planning and associated performance reporting and review

55–56

Approach adopted to identifying areas of significant financial or operational risk

57, 58

Director's certification that the agency complies with the Commonwealth Fraud Control Guidelines
Policy and practices on the establishment and maintenance of appropriate ethical standards
How nature and amount of remuneration for Senior Executive Service employees is determined

iii
59
60, 144

External scrutiny
Significant developments in external scrutiny

n/a

Judicial decisions and decisions of administrative tribunals

58

Reports by the Auditor-General, a parliamentary committee or the Commonwealth Ombudsman

58

Management of human resources
Assessment of effectiveness in managing and developing human resources to achieve
departmental objectives

59

Workforce planning, staff turnover and retention

60

Impact and features of enterprise or collective agreements, determinations, common law contracts

60

Training and development undertaken and its impact
Occupational health and safety performance
Productivity gains
Statistics on staffing

60–61
147
n/a
143–144

Enterprise or collective agreements, determinations, common law contracts and AWAs

60

Performance pay

60

Assets management
Assessment of effectiveness of assets management

63

Purchasing
Assessment of purchasing against core policies and principles

63

Consultants
Summary statement
Statement that information on contracts and consultancies is available through AusTender website
Additional information in required proforma
ANAO access clause

Contracts exempt from publication on AusTender

63, 152
63
152
63

63

Commonwealth Disability Strategy
61–62
69–134

Section 6: Other statutory reporting
Occupational health and safety report
Freedom of information report
Advertising and market research and statement on advertising campaigns
Ecologically sustainable development and environmental performance report

147
145–146
153
148–149

Other information
Grant programs
Correction of material in previous annual report
List of requirements

152
n/a
157–159

159
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160

abbreviations, 156
accountability; see audit, internal; external scrutiny;
governance arrangements; management and
accountability
acquisitions, collection, 15, 43–47, 54
Acquisitions Committee, 15, 43, 54
acronyms, 156
ACT Companion Card system, 61
ACT Heritage Week, 48
ACT Schools Constitutional Convention, 41
ACT Volunteer of the Year Award, 43
Address on Immigration and Citizenship, 37
administered finances, 66, 67
see also financial performance; resource
statement
Administrative Appeals Tribunal, 58
Advanced Workplace Skills Program, 59, 61
advertising; see marketing activities
Advisory Council, OPH, 3, 7, 52
membership, 137
agency role, 6
Ahead of the Game: Blueprint for Reform of
Australian Government Administration,
launch of, 37
ANAO; see Australian National Audit Office
appendices, 136–153
APS Code of Conduct, 56, 59, 60
‘Artists Interpreting History’ conference, 61
Asset Management Administrative Procedure,
56, 63
assets management, 56, 63
see also heritage management
Association of Former Members of the Parliament
of Australia reunion, 37
audit, internal, 7, 8, 52, 56, 57
see also Audit Committee; Australian National
Audit Office; external scrutiny
Audit Committee, 53, 57
Auditor-General; see Australian National Audit
Office
AusTender, publication of tender details, 63
Australia’s Prime Ministers (NAA website), 25, 50
Australia and New Zealand Communication
Association, 61
Australian Capital Territory Schools Constitutional
Convention, 41
Australian Capital Tourism, 24
Australian Curriculum Studies Association, 61
Australian Democracy–More than 2,000 Years
in the Making (exhibition), 30, 42

Australian Government Employees Bargaining
Framework, 60
see also enterprise agreement
Australian Human Resource Institute conference,
61
Australian Indigenous Doctors’ Association, 37, 38
Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Studies, 38–39
Australian Institute of Management Marketing
Forum, 61
Australian National Audit Office, 57, 58, 66
audit report, 2, 70–71
Australian Prime Ministers Centre, 6, 8, 24–25
fellows and scholars program, 26, 49, 141–142
Australian Public Service Code of Conduct,
56, 59, 60

Beyond Reasonable Drought (exhibition), 29
Billy Hughes at War (exhibition), 29
Building and Collection Disaster Recovery Plan,
56, 58
business continuity arrangements, 8, 52, 56, 58
Business Continuity Plan, 56, 58
Business Plan, 55, 56
Canberra and Regional Heritage Festival, 33
Canberra Convention Bureau, 24
capital works program, 2, 7, 8, 16, 66, 67
career counselling, 61
Career Directions Workshop, 61
carpets, replacement, 16
case studies
Dancing with the Prime Minister, 49
Downstairs Gallery floor conservation, 19
Marnti Warajanga–we’re travelling, 38–39
Opposition Party Room and Office of the Leader of
the Opposition, 34–35
radio frequency identification technology, 42
refurbishment of front entry, 17
casual staff, 59, 143
categories of documents held, 145
Celebrations, Memories and History, 41
Certificate of Compliance procedures, review of, 57
chairs, conservation of, 18
Charter of Operations, 8, 138–140
Chief Executive’s Instructions, 52, 55, 63
Chifley Home, soundscape for, 26, 50
civics and citizenship programs, 41
closed circuit television, installation, 16, 59
Code of Conduct, Australian Public Service,
56, 59, 60

collaborative activities, 36, 38–39, 43
Australian Prime Ministers Centre, 25–26
see also partnerships
collection management and development,
8, 14–15, 43–48, 56, 63
see also heritage management
Collection Management Policy, 48, 56
Collection Management Procedures, 48
committees, management, 14, 15, 17, 43, 52–55
Commonwealth Disability Strategy, 61–62
Commonwealth Fraud Control Guidelines, iii, 58
Commonwealth Heritage List, 6
Commonwealth Ombudsman, 58
Commonwealth Procurement Guidelines 2008, 63
communications technology; see information and
communications technology
Companion Card system, ACT, 61
conferences, attendance at, 61
conservation activities, 18–19
see also heritage management
consultancy services, 63, 152
consultation
community, 14, 38–39
on heritage management, 14, 18, 19
workplace, 52, 55, 59, 60
contact information
agency, 136
freedom of information, 145
contractors, heritage training of, 14
Corporate and Heritage Branch, 8, 60
corporate governance; see governance
arrangements
Corporate Learning Plan, 60, 61
corporate services, 7, 8, 52–63
Cultural Management Development Program,
59, 61
Culture Shock (marketing campaign), 24
‘Curriculum: a national conversation’ conference,
61

Dancing with the Prime Minister (documentary), 49
Dare to Lead conference, 61
Decisions 3Sixty° (decision theatre), 2, 27
Department of Immigration and Citizenship, 37
Department of the Environment, Water, Heritage
and the Arts
referral of heritage action proposals to, 14, 17
Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet,
8, 37, 62
Description of a Slave Ship broadside (new
acquisition), 43
development, staff, 6, 60–61
see also training
Director’s review, 2–3
Disability Strategy, Commonwealth, 61–62
disabled access, 2, 17, 61
donations, 43, 47
see also acquisitions, collection

Downstairs Gallery, floor conservation, 2
case study, 19
ecologically sustainable development, 16, 148–149
education activities, 2, 3, 6, 27–28, 40–41, 42
see also school programs; visitor programs
and activities
emergency exit signs, installation of, 16
enterprise agreement, 2, 52, 59, 60
entitlements, staff, 60
Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999
conservation requirements under, 7, 14, 16
performance report, 148–149
ethical standards, 59
see also Australian Public Service Code
of Conduct
events program, 23, 36–37
see also visitor programs and activities
Executive Agency, establishment as,
2, 6, 7, 52, 55, 67
Executive Management Group, 7
committees, 52–55
exhibitions, 2, 3, 6, 23, 28–31
temporary, 3, 19, 28–29, 38–39
travelling, 3, 7, 28, 29–30
see also visitor programs and activities
Exhibitions, Research and Programs Branch,
restructure, 8
exit surveys; see surveys
Exploring Democracy: Australian Journeys through
Time and Space (online exhibition), 30
external render, structural integrity of, 18
external scrutiny, 58
feedback, visitor, 23, 27–28, 40, 42
fellowship program, 2, 26
Australian Prime Ministers Centre, 49, 141–142
female staff, 143
Financial Management and Accountability Act 1997
(FMA Act), 52, 55, 57
financial performance, 2
statements, 68–134
summary, 66–67
see also resource statement
fire services and storage, upgrading of, 16
Franklin River Debate (education program), 27, 41
Fraud Awareness and Ethics Guide, 59
fraud control, 8, 52, 56, 58, 59
Fraud Control Plan, 56, 59
Fraud Risk Plan, 56, 58, 59
Freedom of Information Act 1982, 59
report, 145–146
requests, 59, 146
Freedom of speech and censorship: How free
are we? (public forum), 36
front entry, refurbishment of, 2, 16, 61
case study, 17
full-time staff, 59, 143
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‘Gender, Politics and Biography’ symposium, 26, 61
Getting it Together: From Colony to Federation
(online education package), 41
glossary and abbreviations, 156
governance arrangements, 2, 6, 8, 52–57
framework, 7–8
see also management and accountability
Governing Council; see Advisory Council
Governor Davey’s Proclamation to the Aborigines,
1816 (new acquisition), 43
grant programs and consultancy services, 152
Guidelines for staff on the APS Code of Conduct,
56, 59

Hands on Democracy (exhibition), 27, 31
Hansard, accessioning of, 15
hearing-impaired, services for, 61
heritage action proposals, 14, 17
Heritage Actions Committee, 14, 17, 54
heritage awareness training, 14, 60
Heritage Collection, stocktake, 15
Heritage Festival, Canberra and Regional, 33
heritage management, 3, 6, 7, 12–19, 56, 63
see also collection management
Heritage Management Plan, 14, 16, 18, 56, 63
Hidden Kitchen Treasures (tour), 33
Hidden Treasures (tour), 33
History Teachers’ Association of Australia
conference, 41, 61
History Teachers’ Association of Victoria conference,
41, 61
Home Hill, 26
Human Impact Management Program, 18
human resource management, 7, 59–62
Immigration, asylum seekers and refugees:
What is the real impact? (public forum), 36
income and expenditure, agency; see financial
performance; resource statement
independent audit report, 2, 70–71
see also Australian National Audit Office
Indigenous communities, consultation with, 36,
38–39
induction program, 60
information and communications technology
services, 8, 62
interactive education programs, 2, 30, 41, 42
internal audit, 7, 8, 52, 56, 57
see also Australian National Audit Office;
external scrutiny
International River Health Conference, 41
interpretation and community learning, 31–35
Interpretation and Programs Branch, 8, 59
Interpretation Plan 2008–13, 31
interpretive activities, 31–33, 36
intranet services, staff, 62
Introduction to Government Procurement Seminar,
61

Involvement or intrusion: Where is the line for our
government? (public forum), 36
‘It’s a Kids’ Thing: Curating, Designing and
Programming for Children’ seminar, 61
key performance indicators
Commonwealth Disability Strategy, 62
Program 1.1, 13, 14, 18
Program 1.2, 20, 21, 27, 50
Kings Hall, painting of, 16, 18
Leader of the Opposition’ s Office, opening of, 2,
31, 36
case study, 34–35
leadership development programs, 61
learning and development, staff, 6, 60–61
see also training
Learning and Development Framework, 60
letter of transmittal, iii
library catalogue, accessibility, 25
Life Cycle Cost Plan, 16, 18, 56, 63
list of requirements, 157–159
Living Democracy–The Power of the People
(exhibition), 30, 42
launch, 2, 36
Main Floor rooms, assessment of human impact,
18
male staff, 143
management and accountability, 7, 8, 52–63
marketing activities, 8, 23–24
expenditure, 153
see also Uncensored Conversations
Marnti Warajanga–we’re travelling (exhibition),
30, 36
case study, 38–39
Master Class: Online Community Engagement for
the Public Sector, 61
media coverage, 23
Members Bar, refurbishment, 16, 18
Members Dining Room, refreshing, 16, 18
memoranda of understanding
Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet,
8, 62, 63
National Archives of Australia, 25, 50
National Library of Australia, 26
Minor Works Panel, 16
mission, values and objectives, 6
‘MoADventure Trail,’ 31
Mrs Prime Minister–Public Image, Private Lives
(exhibition), 29
Museum of Australian Democracy
branding of, 2, 24
education programs and exhibitions,
27, 28, 30, 31, 42, 43, 62
establishment of, 2, 6, 8, 12, 21, 23, 31, 55, 66
website restructure, 3, 22, 62

Museum Programs Committee, 16
Museums Australia Education National Network, 41
Museums Australia National Conference, 41, 61
National Archives of Australia, 25, 26
National Association for Interpretation (US)
conference, 61
National Capital Attractions Association, 24
National Capital Authority, 17
National Centre of Biography, 26, 50, 61
National Heritage List, 6
National History Challenge, 41
National Library of Australia, 25, 26, 43
National Schools Constitutional Convention, 41
non-ongoing staff, 59
objectives, mission and values, 6
occupational health and safety, 7, 8, 52, 54, 56
performance report, 147
training, 60
Occupational Health and Safety Act 1991, 147
Occupational Health and Safety Committee, 54
Occupational Health and Safety Policy, 56
Office of the Leader of the Opposition, opening of,
2, 31, 36
case study, 34–35
Old Parliament House Advisory Council, 3, 7, 52
membership, 137
Old Parliament House Enterprise Agreement
2009–11, 59, 60
see also enterprise agreement
Old Parliament House Interpretation Plan 2008–13,
31
Old Parliament House Political and Parliamentary
Oral History Project, 43
Old Parliament House Resource Kit
(online education program), 41
Old Parliament House Service Charter, 8, 138, 140
Ombudsman, Commonwealth, 58
ongoing staff, 59
online education programs, 3, 7, 27, 30, 41, 42
see also education activities; school programs
online surveys, 23
Operation Sunlight initiative, 2, 67
Opposition Party Room, opening of, 2, 31, 36
case study, 34–35
Oral History Association of Australia conference, 61
oral history interviews, 26, 43, 47
organisational role, 6
organisational structure, 8–9
refinement of, 2, 59–60
Our Voices, Our Choices (education program), 2, 27
outcome and program structure, 12
see also Program 1.1; Program 1.2
outlook, 3
overview
agency, 6–9
Director’s, 2–3

Parliamentary committees, 58
partnerships, 8, 37, 38, 48, 50
collecting institutions, 2, 25–26, 33, 43
tourism bodies, 24
see also collaborative activities
part-time staff, 143
payroll services, 8, 59
people with a disability, access, 2, 17, 61
Performance Development Scheme, 59, 60
performance indicators; see key performance
indicators
performance pay, 60
performance report, 12–50
see also financial performance
permanent exhibitions, 3, 30
see also exhibitions
planning activities, 52, 55–56
Political and Parliamentary Oral History Project,
OPH, 43
political manifestos, British (new acquisition), 43
Portfolio Additional Estimates Statements, 66
see also Portfolio Budget Statements
Portfolio Budget Statements, 12, 20, 66
presentation manual, preparation of, 33
Prime Facts (information leaflets), 25
Prime Ministers of Australia (exhibition), 30, 42
Prime Minister’s Office, lighting upgrade, 16
Privacy Commissioner, 58
procurement, 7, 63
training, 61
Program 1.1
key performance indicators, 13, 14, 18
performance summary, 12–16
resources, 151
Program 1.2
key performance indicators, 20, 21, 27, 50
performance summary, 20–50
resources, 151
project management, review of procedures, 57
promotional activities; see marketing activities;
public relations campaign
public programs and activities; see visitor programs
and activities
public relations campaign, 23
see also marketing activities;
Uncensored Conversations
Public Service Act 1999, iii, 6, 7, 52
purchaser-provider arrangements, 8
purchasing, 7, 61, 63
radio frequency identification technology,
introduction of, 2, 27, 41
case study, 42
Reconciliation Australia, 38
records management, 52, 63
refurbishment of front entry, 2, 16, 61
case study, 17
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remuneration, 59, 60, 144
Remuneration Tribunal, 59, 60
Requirements for annual reports for departments,
executive agencies and FMA Act bodies, 52
research activities, 141–142
see also Australian Prime Ministers Centre;
fellowship program; scholarship program
research and reference services, 25, 26
resource statement, 150–151
see also financial performance
retention, staff, 60
RFID (radio frequency identification) project,
2, 27, 41
case study, 42
risk management, 7, 8, 52, 56, 57, 58, 59
training, 58, 60
Risk Management Plan, 56, 57, 58
Risk Management Policy, 59
role, agency, 6
roof access provisions, 16
Round Table of Prime Ministerial Research and
Collecting Agencies, 25–26
safety standards, compliance with;
see occupational health and safety
salaries; see remuneration
scholarship program, 2, 26, 141–142
school programs, 2, 3, 7, 27, 40–41
attendance, 23, 27
see also education activities; visitor programs
and activities
Schools Constitutional Conventions, 41
Security Advisor, 59
security measures, upgrade, 16, 59
Senior Executive Service remuneration, 59, 60, 144
senior management committees, 52–55
Senior Management Group, 52
Service Charter, OPH, 8, 138, 140
sewers and drainage, integrity of, 18
signage, enhancements to, 16, 31
Social Education Victoria conference, 61
staff development, 6, 59, 60–61
see also training
staff statistics, 59, 143–144
statements of significance, 14
State of the Service Report, 59
stocktake, collections, 15
storage facilities, collections, 15, 48
storage management plan, 15
Strangers Gallery (Downstairs Gallery), 19
Strategic Plan 2009–12, 6, 55, 56
strategic planning; see planning activities;
Strategic Plan 2009–12
study assistance, 61

summer scholarship program, 26, 141–142
see also scholarship program
surveys
online, 23
visitor, 24, 27–28, 40, 42
sustainable development, 16, 148–149
‘Symposium on Gender, Politics and Biography,’
26, 61
teachers, professional development activities for, 41
temporary exhibitions, 3, 19, 28–29, 38–39
see also exhibitions
tenants, heritage training of, 14
terms and conditions, staff, 60, 144
time management system, trial of, 59
tours, 31, 33, 43
training, 14, 58, 60
volunteer, 43
see also learning and development, staff
transmittal letter, iii
travelling exhibitions, 29–30
development of, 3, 7, 28
see also exhibitions
Triumph over Adversity (online education program),
41
turnover, staff, 60
2009–10 Portfolio Budget Statements, 12, 20
see also Portfolio Budget Statements

Uncensored Conversations, 23, 36
University of Canberra, collection management
unit, 48, 50, 61
values, mission and objectives, 6
visitor profile, 24
visitor programs and activities, 6, 7, 27
attendance, 2, 3, 21–22, 23, 24, 30
feedback, 23, 27–28, 40, 42
volunteer program, 8, 43
Vulnerability Index, 18
Walter Turnbull, 57
Wangka Maya Pilbara Aboriginal Learning Centre,
collaboration with, 36, 38–39
web-based education strategy, 27
see also online education programs
website, MoAD
restructure, 3, 22, 62
visits to, 22
‘Welcome to Country’ (captioned film), 31
Whistleblower Policy and Procedures, 56, 59
Who’s the Boss? (education program), 27, 40
‘Women, Parliament and Image’ conference, 61
Workplace Consultative Committee, 52, 55, 59, 60
Workplace Harassment Guideline, 56, 59

